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Abstract 
Background: Data suggests that an annual i.v. infusion of Zoledronic acid (Zla) might 
have therapeutic use in women with osteoporosis. This study was done to assess the 
efficacy and safety of once yearly i.v. infusion of Zoledronic Acid compared with a 
weekly dose of oral Alendronate in post-menopausal osteoporosis.

Methods: Postmenopausal women with low bone mineral density (T scored” “2 by 
DEXA Scan) were randomized to treatment with either a single infusion of Zoledronic 
Acid (Zla) 5mg (n = 39) or weekly oral Alendronate (Aln) 35mg (n = 34) in a 1:1 ratio. 
Treatment effect was evaluated by assessing reductions in urine N-telopeptide of type I 
collagen (NTX) at week 1, 6 months and at 2 years. The effects of these therapies on other 
markers of bone turnover, patient preference for once yearly i.v. vs. oral weekly treatment, 
and adverse events were also assessed.
 
Results: At week 1, Zla-5mg resulted in a significantly greater reduction in mean urine 
NTX from baseline than Aln-35mg (P <0.0001). Significantly greater reduction in urine 
NTX and serum â-C-telopeptide of type I collagen (â-CTX) were also observed in the 
Zla-5mg group at all post-baseline time points. Transient, flu-like symptoms were the 
most common adverse events in the Zla-5mg group and resulted in a higher frequency of 
adverse events in this group during the first 3 days of treatment. The majority of patients 
expressed a preference for annual i.v. therapy (73.8%) compared with weekly oral 
therapy (29.7%).
 
Conclusion: A single i.v. infusion of Zla-5mg reduced urine NTX levels more rapidly 
than weekly oral Aln-35mg. The majority of study patients preferred annual i.v. treatment 
regimen of Zla-5mg over weekly osteoporosis therapy with Aln-35mg. 
                                                                                       JK-Practitioner 2021;26(2):1-4

Introduction 

Post-Menopausal Osteoporosis is a common disorder characterized by an increase in the 
bone resorption relative to bone formation, generally in conjunction with an increased 

1  rate of bone turnover  The decrease in bone mass is progressive and leads to an increased 
2susceptibility to fractures, which result in substantial morbidity and mortality . Although 

there are several risk factors for fractures, reduced bone mineral density is the strongest 
3predictor . Thus, increase in the bone mineral density is the aim of pharmacological 

Treatment.

Bisphosphonates, denosumab, parathyroid hormone peptides, raloxifene and strontium 
ranelate have been used for treatment.Theyhave shown to reduce the risk of vertebral 
fracture and non-vertebral fractures.

Bisphosphonates form the mainstay in the treatment. They are synthetic analogues of 

inorganic pyrophosphate, an endogenous regulator of bone turnover that inhibits bone 
4resorption and mineralization in vitro . All bisphosphonates are resistant to metabolism 

5by endogenous phosphatases .  Alendronate, because of its low cost and a broad spectrum 

of anti-fracture efficacy is the first line treatment in the majority of cases. It has been 

studied widely in women ad has been found to increase bone mineral density (BMD) and 
6-10decrease the rate of fractures . Other Bisphosphonates, denosumab, raloxifene or 

strontium ranelate may be used in patients who are intolerant of alendronate or in whom it 

is contraindicated. Parathyroid hormone peptides are expensive and hence their use is 

.
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restricted to those at very high risk, particularly for vertebral 
11fractures .

In Post-Menopausal osteoporosis, a once yearly i.v infusion 
of Zoledronic acid results in a substantial reduction in fracture 
risk associated with an increase in BMD and a reduction in 

6bone turnover . This study was done to assess the efficacy and 
safety of once yearly infusion of Zoledronic Acid i.v infusion 
compared with a weekly dose of oral alendronate in post-
menopausal osteoporosis.

Material and methods 
Patients 
Postmenopausal women between 50 and 80 years of age were 
eligible for this study. All patients who had a bone density T 
scored<-2 at lumbar spine or femoral neck no more than 3 
months prior to the screening visit were included in the study. 
Unless the total lifetime duration of treatment was less than 8 
weeks and no treatment had occurred within 6 months prior to 
randomization, patients who had been treated with oral or i.v 
bisphosphonates within the last 2 years were excluded. Other 
major exclusion criteria included fractures within 3 months 
prior to randomization; any treatment with strontium 
ranelate, sodium fluoride, or parathyroid hormone; treatment 
with raloxifene, calcitonin, tibolone, or hormone replacement 
therapy in the 6 months prior to randomization; and creatinine 
clearance <30mL/min. Patients with invasive malignant 
disease or any medical condition that would interfere with the 
action of the study drug or limit life expectancy to less than 6 
months were excluded from this study. 
Study design and treatment 
The study was conducted between July 2017 and June 2019. 
The study was a prospective cohort study. The study duration 
was 24 months. Signed, informed consent was given by all 
patients prior to the start of treatment. Patients were 
randomized to treatment with either Zoledronic Acid (Zla) 5 
mg or Alendronate(Aln)35 mg in a 1:1 ratio according to a 
computer-generated schedule. Patients in the Zlagroup 
received infusions of Zla-5 mg on day 1 and 365 plus once 
weekly oral placebo, while those in the Aln arm received oral 
Aln-35 mg once weekly plus a single infusion of i.v placebo 
on day 1 and 365. All patients also received elemental calcium 
(1000 mg/day) by mouth throughout the study. Study 
medication was packaged in a double- blind, double-dummy 
format to allow investigators and site personnel to be blinded 
to trial medication. 
Biochemical markers 
Patients were asked to provide a second morning or 
subsequent  ur ine sample for  measurement  of  
biochemicalmarkers. The majority of patients were fasting at 
the time of the urine and serum collections. Urine N-
telopeptide of type I collagen (NTX) corrected for creatinine 
and serum C-telopeptide of type I collagen (ß-CTX) were 
evaluated to assess the rate of bone resorption. Serum bone-
specific alkaline phosphatase (BSAP) was evaluated to assess 
the rate of bone formation. Samples from the same patient 
were analysed in the same batch.

Statistical analysis 
Statistical analysis was carried out using SPSS version 16. An 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) model with treatment and 
centre as explanatory variables was performed to estimate 
differences between treatment groups for biochemical 
markers and NDI–SF scores. All comparisons were tested at a 
2-sided level of significance of 0.05. Associated 2-sided 95% 
confidence intervals were constructed as well. No adjustment 
for multiple comparisons was performed for secondary 
endpoints. All analyses were performed accordingto the 
intent-to-treat principle using all available data from all 
patients who received study drug. Missing values due to 
withdrawal from the study were not imputed. However, 
values below the lower limit of detection (LOD) for the 
biochemical markers were imputed using LOD/2 in analyses 
(urine NTX: LOD < 10 nmol BCE(Bone Collagen 
Equivalents) and serum ß-CTX: LOD < 0.010 ng/mL). 
The analysis of the primary efficacy variable urine NTX was 
repeated using data from all patients who completed the study 
without any major protocol violations (per-protocol 
population), and was done using available observed values 
without imputation of those that were missing because they 
were below the LOD. 
Results 
Patients
A total of 73 patients were randomized into double-blind 
treatment (Zla-5 mg, n = 39; Aln-35 mg, n = 34). All these 
patients received treatment as randomized and were included 
in safety analyses. Nine patients discontinued the study 
prematurely, 6(15.38%) in the Zla-5 mg group and 3(8.82%) 
in the Aln-35 mg group and were not included in the study. In 
both treatment groups, the most common reason for 
discontinuation was an adverse event (4 and 2 patients, 
respectively), while the remaining patients withdrew consent 
(2 and 1 patients, respectively). Patients were asked to return 
all unused oral medication at the end of the study. Compliance 
of oral medication was defined as >80% of capsules taken and 
was achieved by 89.4% of patients in the Aln-35 mg group 
(active oral therapy) and 91% patients in the Zla-5 mg group 
(oral placebo). Most cases of noncompliance were due to 
discontinuation from the study. There were no statistically 
significant differences in baseline demographic and 
background characteristics between treatment groups.
Changes in the bone turnover markers
Baseline urine NTX values were comparable(p=0.65) 
between the 2 treatment groups. A significantly lower mean 
urine NTX value was achieved in the Zla-5mg group at week 
1(14.3 nmol BCE/mmol creatinine,SE(Standard  
Error)=1.128) compared with the Aln-35mg group(36.4nmol 
BCE/mmol creatinine,SE=2.600 [P<0.0001]see Fig 1). At 
week 1, 8 patients in the Zla-5 mg group and 1 patient in the 
Aln-35 mg group had NTX levels below the LOD. The results 
of the analyses on the per-protocol population and on 
observed data without imputation were consistent with those 
of the primary analysis.  
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 range for premenopausal women and remained in this range 
until study completion. As with most chronic therapies, 
adherence and persistence are significant issues for 
osteoporosis medications. Weekly therapies result in better 
adherence than daily therapies, but adequate adherence is still 
achieved by only about 50% of patients. Annual i.v. infusions 
have the potential to increase the adherence rate if they prove 
to be acceptable to patients. Accordingly, we asked the 
patients in this study, all of whom had received both i.v. and 
weekly oral medication or placebo, whether they preferred an 
annual i.v. infusion, weekly oral therapy, or both equally. In 
all categories, annual i.v. infusions were preferred; even 
among patients who experienced adverse events during the 3 
days following infusion. Overall, 73.8% expressed a
preference for annual i.v. infusions and 29.7% for weekly oral 
therapy. Flu-like symptoms were more common in the Zla-5 
mg arm during the first 3 days after treatment initiation. After 
this period, however, Zla-5 mg was generally safe and well 
tolerated. The overall adverse event frequencies in the 2 
treatment groups were similar. No deaths or drug-related 
serious adverse events occurred during this study. One issue 
of controversy with bisphosphonate therapy is over-

16suppression of bone turnover . Our data show that the rapid 
reduction in bone resorption markers is followed by a slow 
but continual increase in levels over the subsequent 6 months. 
This is suggestive of preservation of bone remodelling 
capacity. 
Overall, our data demonstrate that a single infusion of Zla-5 
mg resulted in greater and more rapid reductions in bone 
resorption markers than weekly oral Aln-70 mg, with similar 
effects on bone formation. The majority of study patients 
preferred annual i.v. infusions to weekly oral therapy. The 
potent biological effect of Zla-5 mg together with its once
yearly administration suggests that this agent may become a 
valuable addition to osteoporosis therapies. 
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Solid Pseudopapillary Neoplasm of Pancreas: Diagnosis On Image Guided

FNAC An Important Preoperative Diagnostic Aid

Aiffa Aiman, Rukhsana Akhter, Gazanfar Rashid, Syed  Besina, Ambreen Choudhary.

Original Article

Abstract
Background:
Solid pseudopapillary tumor is a rare pancreatic neoplasm with uncertain to low 
malignant potential. It occurs predominantly in young women under the age of thirty 
years.
Aims:
To study the cytomorphological features of solid pseudopapillary neoplasm of pancreas 
diagnosed on image guided fine needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) in the years 2019 and 
2020 and its cyto-histological correlation.
Materials and Methods:
Image-guided FNA’s were done in four patients preoperatively. Alcohol-fixed smears 
were stained with Papanicolaou stain, May Grunwald giemsa stain was done on air dried 
smears, cytomorphological findings were evaluated and diagnosis was made. Diagnosis 
was later confirmed by histopathological examination in three operated cases.
Results:
All the cases showed characteristic cytological features such as hypercellular smears with 
presence of abundant delicate papillary fragments, dyscohesive cells, monomorphic 
tumor cells with delicate folded nuclear membranes, foamy macrophages, metachromatic 
material and myxoid stroma in the background. Histopathology done on resected 
specimens confirmed the preoperative diagnosis.
Conclusions:
Preoperative correct and precise diagnosis of solid pseudopapillary tumor of pancreas is 
possible on image guided FNAC and is thus helpful in subsequent management of this 
surgically curable neoplasm.     

JK-Practitioner 2021;26(2):5-9

Introduction

Solid pseudopapillary neoplasm of the pancreas is a rare tumor,with a reported frequency 
of 0.17–2.7% of all nonendocrine tumors of the pancreas¹. It has a low malignant potential 

2and is of uncertain lineage .  It was first described by Frantz et al. and it was also called 
papillary and solid epithelial neoplasm, papillary cystic neoplasm and cystic solid 
papillary carcinoma until the WHO pancreatic tumor working group termed it as Solid 

3pseudopapillary neoplasm . This tumor is believed to have a low malignant potential and 
is seen predominantly in adolescent girls and young women but cases from men are also 

4-7reported .The typical patient is a female in the third decade of life presenting with pain 
8-9   and/or palpable mass in about 90% of cases . About 15% of the patients are 

asymptomatic before clinical detection; however, with the increased use of  imaging an 
increasing number of cases are being detected incidentally in asymptomatic patients. 
Pancreatic body and tail are the most common sites of presentation but also can be found 

10in head and uncinate process in 36% of cases . Classic imaging characteristics include 
large size, mixed solid and cystic nature, encapsulation, hemorrhage and occasional 

10-11calcification without ductal dilatation or atrophy of pancreatic parenchyma . An 
accurate preoperative diagnosis is highly desirable since these patients can have long 
survival with adequate surgery. The cytological features of this tumor are highly 
characteristic and it is possible to differentiate it from other pancreatic tumors with 

12relative ease .
Materials and methods
Ultrasound-guided percutaneous  fine needle aspirations were performed preoperatively 
using 22G needle attached to 20 ml plastic syringe by interventional radiologist in our 
institute. Smears were made on glass slides, fixed immediately in 95% alcohol for 
subsequent Papanicolaou staining, air dried smears were stained using May Grunwald

5
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 2: Acinar arrangement of tumor cells with 
central metachromatic material (MGG)  40x.

1: -
  

Acinar arrangement of tumor cells 
with central metachromatic material (MGG 10x).

 Giemsa stain. Additional aspiration material was used for the 
cell block preparation. Cytomorphological evaluation of 
smears was done for cellularity, cell type, nuclear details, and 
background.  Cytologic diagnosis was made which was later 
on confirmed by histopathology. Immunohistochemistry 
studies were performed on cell block material and paraffin 
blocks of resected specimen for PR.
RESULTS
A two year analysis of  CT guided FNACs of pancreas in our 
institute in the years 2019 and 2020 revealed four cases of 
solid pseudopapillary neoplasm of pancreas. The clinical and 
radiological findings of the cases are summarized in 
table 1.

The detailed cytomorphology is depicted in table 2.

Overall the smears were moderately cellular to hypercellular 
with papillae formation, individually scattered cells, 
pseudorosettes. The papillae formation was seen in all the 
cases having delicate vascular cores and covered by several 
layers of cells. All the cases showed discrete tumor cells. The 
individual tumor cells had round to oval eccentric nuclei with 
bland nuclear chromatin and moderate amount of pale pink 
cytoplasm.In the first two cases, nuclei showed  grooves and 
convolution. Background was hemorrhagic in all the cases. 
Case nos. 1,2 and 3 showed foamy macrophages in the 
background . Cases 1 and 3 showed pseudorosette formation 
while cases 1,3,4 showed metachromatic material and 
stroma.

Histological findings
Resection specimens were available in three cases and they 
shared similar macroscopic findings. All were well-
circumscribed solid cystic masses with variegated cut surface 
showing areas of hemorrhage and necrosis. Average 
maximum tumor diameter was 5.5 cm (range 4 to 7.5 cm).
Microscopic findings on H&E stain were almost similar. 
Histology sections showed sheets and cords of cells arranged 
around delicate fibrovascular septa. Degenerative changes 
such as formation of microcysts, hemorrhage and aggregates 
of foamy macrophages were seen. These degenerative 
changes resulted in a pseudopapillary pattern and 
pseudorosettes. Tumor cells were small to medium in size 
with round to oval uniform bland nuclei that showed grooving 
at places. The individual tumor cells had fine chromatin and 
inconspicuous nucleoli. Cells had moderate amount of  
eosinophilic cytoplasm. 
Immunohistochemistry
Immunohistochemistry  was done in 3 cases and showed 
strong positivity for progesterone receptor (PR) and CD10. 
Chromogranin was negative in all the cases.
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CASE 
NO. 

 

CELLULARITY  PAPILLAE 
FORMATION

 

PSEUDO  
ROSETTES

INDIVIDUALLY 
SCATTERED 
CELLS

NUCLEAR 
GROOVES

Background MITOSIS

1 Hypercellular

 

++

 

+

 

Many + Cystic 
macrophages 
and 
Metachromatic
material

_

2 Hypercellular

 

++

 

-

 

Many + Hemorrhagic 
and few 
macrophages

_

3 Moderately 
cellular

+ + Few _ Cystic 
macrophages 
and 
metachromatic 
material

_

4 Hypercellular ++ _ Many _ Metachromatic 
material and 
stroma

_

CASE NO. AGE/SEX HISTORY AND 
CLINICAL 
FINDINGS

TUMOR 
LOCATION

RADIOLOGICAL 
FINDINGS

DX ON 
IMAGING

1 28/F Dull Epigastric 
pain 
sincethree 
months

Neck and 
Body

4x4cm tumor solid 
cystic, well 
Encapsulated

SSPN

2 30/F Upper 
Abdominal 
pain since six 
months.O/E 
Lump 
Abdomen

 

Head and 
Neck

7.7x7.3 
Heterogeneous 
Solid cystic with 
focal calcifications

SSPN

3

 

19/F

 

Epigastric 
pain and 
dragging 
sensation 
abdomen 
since five 
months

 

Head 2.5x2.1cm 
Hypoechoic solid 
cystic.
MRI:Pituitary 
Adenoma

NEUROENDO
CRINE 
TUMOR

4

 

35/F

 

Nausea 
Epigastric 
discomfort 
since six 
months

Neck and 
head

3x6cm well 
circumscribedsolid 
cystic

CYSTIC 
NEOPLASM 

TABLE 1.
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TABLE 2.
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Discussion

Solid and pseudopapillary epithelial tumor (SPT) of pancreas 
is an uncommon tumor with a distinctive clinicopathological 

13-14profile . It is usually detected incidentally on routine 
physical examinations or abdominal imaging exams 

15performed for various reasons . The signs and symptoms are 
related to the intra-abdominal mass, including pain, 

2dyspepsia, early satiety, nausea and vomiting . Jaundice is 
rare, even when the tumor arises in relation to the head of the 

3pancreas .In our cases the most common presenting symptom 
was epigastric pain followed by nausea which is in 
concordance with the literature available from other studies.
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 3: - Pseudopapillary fragments seen in 
 SPPN (10x MGG).

 

4. Pseudopapillary fragment with small plasmacytoid 
tumor cells and detached tumor cells ( 40x MGG ).

5. Corresponding Tissue Section ( H&E).  

7. CT scan showing well defined 
hypoenhancing lesion in the gastrinoma 
triangle.  

6. Immunohistochemistry showing PR positive 
     tumor cells.
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SPTP is predominantly seen inadolescent girls and young 
women (mean age 35 years~range 8–67 years). It is rare in 

15men (mean age 35 years~range 25–72 years) . All of our 
cases were seen in females ranging from 19-35 years of age, 
in concordance with previous studies.
SPNP can occur in any region of the pancreas, and, in general, 
one third occurs in the head, one third in the body, and another 

16third in the tail . In our study in two cases the location of the 
tumor was in the head and neck of pancreas and in one case 
each the tumor was located in the head and neck and body 
respectively.
Histogenesis of SPTs is unknown due to discrepancies in 
immunohistochemical and ultrastructural findings 
13.however, the tumor is believed to arise from uncommitted 
epithelial cells that can show exocrine or endocrine 

17differentiation or both .
The initial diagnosis of SPNP relies mostly on imaging. 
However, diagnosis with imaging alone is technically 
challenging in small tumors and in those without cystic 
component. Other major pancreatic cystic neoplasms should 
b e  c o n s i d e r e d ,  s u c h  a s  a  p a n c r e a t i c  c y s t ,  
cystadenocarcinoma, islet cell tumor or neuroendocrine 

18tumor . In our study two cases were diagnosed as solid 
pseudopapillary neoplasm, while one was diagnosed as a 
neuroendocrine neoplasm and one as a cystic neoplasm of  
pancreas on imaging. 
A preoperative cytological diagnosis of SPTs is very 
important as it has a direct bearing on the management. These 
tumors being highly vascular, preoperative accurate 
diagnosis can avoid complications like hemoperitoneum and 
intraoperative hemorrhage. This tumor is only locally 
aggressive, metastasis is rare and surgical excision is 

19expected to be curative in majority of cases Bondeson et al . 
first described the FNAC diagnosis under ultrasound 
guidance. 
Image guided FNAC acts as a minimally invasive 
investigation to diagnose this neoplasm with accuracy. Solid 
pseudopapillary neoplasm of pancreas has highly 
characteristic cytological features distinct from those of other 

13cystic or solid tumors of pancreas .The cytologic features in 
4,12,13,20our cases were similar to those described in literature . 

The smears were highly cellular showing tumor cells 
arranged in papillary fragments with focal branching which 
are characteristic of this tumor. Pseudorosette formations, 
metachromatic material  and nuclear grooving was seen in 
two of our case while cystic macrophages were seen in three 
of the four cases. In addition to  papillary fragments, many 
discrete individually scattered tumor cells were also seen. The 
individual tumor cells were monomorphous with round to 
oval eccentric nuclei, bland nuclear chromatin  
inconspicuous nucleoli and occasional longitudinal grooves. 
The cytoplasm was moderate in amount.This was in 

12 21concordance with previous studies . Jayaram et al . 
considered the presence of intracytoplasmic inclusions as a 
distinctive feature of this neoplasm however this was not seen 
in any of our cases. Similarly

Similarly binucleation and multinucleation of tumor cells 
13 have also been described, which were absent our cases. 

22Cappellari et al .considered the nuclear folds or grooves to be 
a characteristic of this tumor as seen in all our cases. Mitosis is 
not a usual feature of this tumor and was not seen in any of our 
cases.
Cell block was prepared in two of  the cases which supported 
the cytological diagnosis. IHC for progesterone  receptor was 
done in one of the cell blocks and showed strong positivity.
Three cases underwent surgery while one was inoperable. 
The gross specimens in all the cases were well circusm- 
scribed solid cystic masses  which on histopathological 
examination and immunohistochemistry showed features 
typical of  solid pseudopapillary neoplasm of pancreas in 
accordance with literature thus confirming the pre- operative 
diagnosis.
CONCLUSION
SPNP is a rare neoplasm with non-specific clinical symptoms 
and an indolent clinical course. The characteristic imaging 
features, can help make the correct diagnosis and differentiate 
it from other pancreatic tumors, however at times it becomes 
difficult to distinguish this neoplasm from other cystic 
neoplasms of pancreas on imaging alone. The 
cytomorphological features are characteristic of this tumor 
thus making image guided FNAC  a valuable tool for pre-
o p e r a t i v e  d i a g n o s i s  a n d  s u rg i c a l  p l a n n i n g .  
Immunohistochemistry on cell block preparations further 
helps confirm the diagnosis. 
A pre-operative accurate cytological diagnosis is thus of 
utmost importance for the surgeon to plan an appropriate 
surgical procedure, which may permit the retention of portion 
of the uninvolved pancreas to prevent subsequent 
development of diabetes mellitus in patients.
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Prevelance of Histological Types of Lung Cancer A Study In A Medical College
Hospital In Central Kashmir. 
 Afiya Shafi, Jangbhadur Singh, Nadia Jeelani, Sabiha Ashraf, Bushra Sahaf, Mehak 
Shafat, Harminder Kour, Mozam Majid.

Original Article

Abstract:
Lung cancer remains the most common of premature mortality in developing countries. 
This study was aimed to evaluate the histological types and aetiology of lung cancer in 
patients presenting to a  medical college  hospital of central Kashmir. 
METHODS: A retrospective study of three and a half years was carried out in patients 
diagnosed with suspected  lung cancer. Data such as age, gender, etiological risk factors 
and type of lung cancer were retrieved from the archival material of the institute. Patients 
with incomplete reports were excluded from the study.
Results: A total of 10558 biopsies were received in the department, of which, 113 patients 
were diagnosed with lung cancer out of a total of 168 patients that were evaluated for lung 
lesions. The mean age was found to be 67.41. The male: female ratio was 4:1. Among the 
histological types squamous cell carcinoma was the most prevalent type followed by 
adenocarcinoma. The right lobe was more affected than the left lobe and the upper 
segment was more commonly involved. Out of the  total 113 cases, 73 were smokers and 
the rest were non-smokers, smokers included both men and women.
CONCLUSION: Squamous cell carcinoma with involvement of right side upper lobe of 
lung was most prevalent type of lung cancer. Tobacco smoking was found to be the major 
etiological factor in most of the cases.
                                                                                                JK-Practitioner2021;26(2):10-13

Introduction:
 Carcinoma of the lung has become very frequent during the past 60 years .There were 
1.61 million new cases estimated, representing 12.7% of all the new cases in 2008, 

1    indicating that it is still the most common type of cancer worldwide . The only hopeful  
trend in the dreadful situation is the fact that the rate of increase in males has declined over 
the past decade. As a result although lung carcinoma remains more common in males as 

2compared to females, the difference is decreasing .
          Though the declining trend in the incidence of lung cancer was reported in some 
countries, it will continue to be a major cause of mortality throughout the world. It is 
estimated that by 2030 lung cancer will be the sixth most common cause of death , 

3compared with the current ranking of ninth .

According to the GLOBOCAN 2012 report, the estimated incidence of lung 
1cancer in India was 70,275 in all ages and in both sexes .

             One million of the current 5 million, total deaths in the world are contributed by 
4 5India . Much has been written about the epidemic nature of lung cancer .

Exposure to asbestos, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, arsenic, nickel, chromium 
6-7compounds and other occupational agents accounts for some of the cases .

However the significance of all these factors pales by comparison with the role played by 
8 cigarette smoking ,both in males and females. This is true for all major histological types 

9of lung carcinoma.

Despite the large number of publications on cancer incidence the comprehensive data on 
lung cancer incidence in India is lacking. Furthermore the prevalence of lung cancer and 
the major aetiology has not yet been established in the central part of Kashmir. It has been 
established that the prevalence and pattern of lung cancer varies according to the 

10geographic region and ethnicity. 

Therefore establishing the prevalence of lung cancer in a population is essential and hence 
this study was aimed to evaluate the same and its association with major etiological 
factors. 

10
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SEGMENT

 

FREQUENCY

 

%
Right upper lobe 41 37
Right middle lobe

 

18

 

16
Right lower lobe

 

13

 

12
Left upper lobe

 

20

 

17
Left lower lobe

 
21

 
18

TOTAL
 

113
 

100

TABLE 1 : Segment wise distribution of cancer 
                    cases by radiological imaging

  Table 2 : Distribution of type of cancer by histopathological analysis.

TYPE  FREQUENCY %

Squamous Cell Carcinoma

 

42 38%

Small Cell Lung Cancer

 

24 21%

Adenocarcinoma

 

30 27%

Non Small Cell lung cancer

 

12 10%

Bronchioloalveolar carcinoma 4 3%

Salivary gland tumours(Adenoid Cystic Carcinoma) 1 1%

TOTAL 113 100

FIGURE 2: Aetiology of lung cancer

Smokers-  73 Non smokers- 40

73

40
 

Methods:
Study Design: 
A retrospective study of three  and a half years was designed 
to analyse the histological type and aetiology of lung cancer 
among the lung cancer patients who presented in the 
Pulmonology department of the associated hospital during 
the period between January 2016 and June 2019. The medical 
records of such patients were retrieved and data such as age, 
gender, aetiology and histological types were collected. 
Patients with incomplete or repeated tests and patients for 
whom cytological or histopathological findings were 
negative for lung cancer were excluded from the study. 
The study procedure was approved by the Institutional 
Ethical Committee.
Study Procedure:
All the suspected lung cancer patients were subjected to 
bronchoscopic procedures (fibreoptic bronchoscopy) and CT 
guided lung biopsies. After thorough examination, samples 
were collected from the lesions and sent for diagnosis  to 
pathology. The findings that were classified as inconclusive 
were taken as negative, whereas those which were suggestive 
of malignancy were considered positive. The his tological 
classification of the tumours is based on the criteria used by 
WHO. Demographic details like age, gender, and history 
were collected from the patients and location of the lesion was 
evaluated using computed tomography.
Result:
A total number of 10,558 biopsies for histopathological 
analysis were received in our department, out of which 168 
were lung biopsies obtained through CT guided and 
bronchoscopic procedures. Out of these 168 cases 113 were 
positive for malignancy and the rest of the 55 cases came 
under either Inflammatory or inconclusive for diagnosis.
 The mean age was calculated to be 67.41. Males (92/113) 
were more than females (21/113)(Figure 1). The right side 
upper lobe (41/113) was the major segment involved. The left 
side upper lobe and the left side lower lobe were found in 
(20/113) and (21/113) cases respectively (Table 1).
Squamous cell carcinoma was the most common 
histopathological type (42/113 cases) followed by 
Adenocarcinoma (30 /113).Small cell tumours comprised  24 
cases and Non Small Cell Carcinoma comprised 12 of the  
total cases.Only 4 cases were diagnosed as Bronchoalveolar 
type and just 1 case was Salivary gland carcinoma type  
(Table 2). Among the 113 patients, 73 were smokers and out 
of these 69 were male patients and only 4 were female 
patients(Figure 2).
Figure 1: Distribution of Gender

.

DISCUSSION:
The result of the study revealed that squamous cell carcinoma 
was the major type of cancer and the most commonly 
involved segment was the upper lobe of the right lung. This is 
in accordance with most of the other previous Indian studies 
which have also described squamous cell carcinoma as the 

11most prevalent type of lung cancer .
Some of the previous studies reported that in western 
countries and some Asian countries adenocarcinoma has 

12-13surpassed SCC .
Recent studies have shown a changing trend and pattern in 
India. Singh et al reported that Adenocarcinoma has become 

14the commonest subtype . The incidence and pattern of lung 
cancer differs as per geographic region and ethnicity.  It 

15largely reflects the prevalence and pattern of smoking .
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A male predominance was found in this study which is 
consistent with previous reports. Lung cancer was 
highlighted by the WHO as one of the leading causes of 

16cancer related premature mortality in males .
Tobacco smoking is the main causative factors for lung 
cancer in India and studies show that smoking increases the 

17-19risk 15 to 30 fold as compared to non smokers .
Fibreoptic bronchoscopy is currently considered as the 
primary method for evaluating the tracheobronchial tree in 
patients with suspected lung cancer and can contribute to 

20-21early diagnosis .  This method allows the collection of 
cytological and histopathological samples .Some of the 
patients in this study were subjected to fibreoptic 
broncoscopy  for collection of histological specimens and in 
some cases ,we had biopsies taken through CT guided 
techniques.
Limitations of this study were that it was conducted in a 
single tertiary care hospital. Also; other risk factors other than 
smoking could not be assessed.
Conclusion:
Squamous cell carcinoma of the right upper lobe was found to 
be the most prevalent among all the types of lung cancers. 
Tobacco smoking was found to be the major etiological 
factor.Hence it is essential to spread awareness in the society 
about the deleterious effects of tobacco smoking to reduce 
their incidence.
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The Impact of Radiation Cataract In Cancer Patients with  Modern 
Radiotherapy Technique. 
Sulabh Singh, Anirudh Pradhan.

JK-Practitioner

Abstract

Background: From the recent years, Radiotherapy has confirmed to be as successful in 

dominating the malignant lesion; yet, regular structures can also be affected. The lens is 

radio-responsive so, the development of after radiation cataract generally blight vision 

and the skill to screen cancer recurrence .”Non-coplanar fields are capable to reduce the 

overlap of beam opening and beam take off sections. The non-coplanar beam is 

convenient for finding directions, avoiding organs at risk. A lessen volume of high dose in 

the normal tissues surrounding the tumor is thus achieved, at the cost of increasing the low 

dose volume. Thus injury is decreased to normal tissues while the tumor dose is increased.

Aim: The aim of the study is to determine the impact of radiation cataract in cancer 

patients with modern radiotherapy technique. 

Methods: Total 20 patients in four groups (5 subjects in each group) suffering from 

pituitary adenoma carcinoma were distributed. The CT examination was performed for 

all the subjects in the groups. The CT scans were performed from 2 cm up from the vertex 

of skull to C7 spine to permit contouring of all the normal structures. The doses were 

maintained for PTV: 54Gy (D95%). 

Results: The results showed that, 95% isodose line (51.3 Gy) covers 95% of the PTV 

volume. The mean maximum dose found 54.4 Gy for non-coplanar. The 3DCRT non-

coplanar plan showed that, there is a better advantage of adding a non-coplanar field for 

the preservation of the lens from radiation dose. The maximum lens values were found to 

be significantly lower in 3DCRT non-coplanar plan with same PTV coverage in coplanar 

plan. 

Conclusion: The study concludes significance of non-coplanar beams in the 

irradiation of pituitary adenoma carcinoma in order to minimize the dose of OAR’s.

JK-Practitioner2021;26(2):14-18

Introduction 
From the recent years, Radiotherapy has confirmed to be as successful in dominating the 
malignant lesion; yet, regular structures can also be affected. The lens is radio-responsive 
so, the development of after radiation cataract generally poor vision and the skill to screen 
cancer recurrence. Occurrence, severity, inception, and diagnosis of radiation-induced 
cataract rely extremely on the dose, dose rate, and treatment technique. Now, some 
modern radiotherapy techniques gives extra liberty to the lens in the head and neck cancer.
“In a study, Out of the 21 subject, 16 subject (21 eyes) got radiotherapy (RT) with a total 
dose of 30 Gy. . 8 of these subjects (11 eyes: 52.3%) need cataract surgery after RT. The 
average age at surgery was 56.8 (40–70) years. The average latency among RT and the 
hint for surgery was 3.6 years. The number of women were significantly more in subjects 
who need surgery (P <0.01), related with those without surgery. The eyes of subjects who 
had bolus on radiation treatment grew cataract more frequently (P < 0.05). On the 
contrary, none of the patients without RT need cataract surgery”. To minimize risk factor 
of radiation cataract, I am using non coplanar radiotherapy technique here.  “Non-
coplanar radiotherapy apply a number of fixed or revolving radiation beams that do not 

1contribute the similar geometric plane with the subject .  “This decreases the beam 
overlap away from the tumour. Classical C-arm linear accelerators (linacs) attained this 
by revolving the recumbent patient covering the isocentre on a dedicated couch to a 

1separate position for every beam direction .

14

Cancer, cataract, radiation.
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 “Non-coplanar radiotherapy is very general in intracranial 
stereotactic radiotherapy, SRS and stereotactic body 

1radiotherapy (SBRT) . “These procedure frequently bring 
higher fractional doses and need highly conformal, pointed 
dose gradients the planning target volume (PTV) to minimize 

2dose to closest natural tissue . “Non-coplanar beams are also 
works in a partial breast irradiation (APBI) to save the 

3ipsilateral breasts  , which can give good artistic outcomes. 
“In head and neck cancer non-coplanar radiotherapy 
minimize the low and intermediate dose spray, which may 
decrease the incidence of neurocognitive consequences and 

4tiredness . currently, with structural details consideration, for 
tumour treatment and OARs sparing, the utilization of non-
coplanar beam preparation with viable gantry geometry get 
better coplanar beam preparation from several prospective. 
The requirement for physical intrusion to spin the subject 
couch makes non-coplanar radiotherapy was lingering via C-
arm linacs. The espousal of volumetric modulated arc therapy 
(VMAT), and intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) 
delivery technique, also makes non-coplanar beam disrupted 
in practice. In spite of this, in recent time there has been 
revived curiosity in non-coplanar radiotherapy, as modern 
linacs permits mechanized movement of manifold rotation 
axes. Non-coplanar beams are able to minimize the overlap of 
beam entrance and exit regions. A reduced volume of high 
dose in the normal tissues surrounding the tumor is thus 
achieved, at the cost of increasing the low dose Radiation 
volume. The non-coplanar beam is convenient for finding 
directions, avoiding organs at risk. Thus injury is decreased to 
normal tissues while the tumor dose is increased.  The aim of 
this investigation is to assessment of dosimetric plan quality 
factor i.e, Conformity Index (CI), Heterogeneity Index (HI), 
Tumour Mean Dose, doses to organ at risks in 3DCRT 
coplanar and equate with it to non coplanar 3DCRT in 
pituitary adenoma carcinoma those treated with high dose 
radiotherapy and with close immediacy or overlie with 
crucial structure. This analysis intend to give an summary of 
advantages in non-coplanar radiotherapy. We intend to 
riposte three queries: 

(1) Does a 3DCRT non- coplanar technique mend 
OAR sparing over coplanar 3DCRT technique? 

(2) Is  the Dose conformity  better in 3DCRT n o n  
coplanar over 3DCRT coplanar  technique? 

(3) How does this study impact on society in 
practice?

Materials and Methods 
Subjects  

The study was performed from January, 2019 to February, 
2020. The 20 subjects in four groups (5 subjects in each 
group; 15M/5F; mean age - 56 Years) suffering from pituitary 
macro adenoma carcinoma were distributed.

The dose prescription for each case is 54 Gy. All subjects were 
treated with 6 MV beam of X-rays by 3-DCRT technique. The 
CT examination was performed for all the subjects in the 
groups. The evaluation of plan is on the basis of dose 
parameters as per the international guidelines.  
 Planning simulation 

The study was performed on 20 patients having mean age of 
56 years. The CT scans were performed according to 
organizational protocol. The position of the patients at the 
time of scan was supine dedicated to flat couch. The patients 
were immobilized with a customized thermoplastic mask 
such that, their position could be fastened and set up is 
reproducible.  All patients were scanned on the advanced CT 
scanner of Phillips brilliance - 64 slices. Further, the CT scans 
were performed from 2 cm up from the vertex of skull 
followed to C7 spine to allow contouring of all the organs at 
risk structures. Simulation of Computed Tomography scan 
with fine slice was carry out with contrast, when feasible, and 
blend with Magnetic Resonance Imaging for therapy 
planning. Afterwards, radiation oncologist contours the 
tumor structures along with organ at risks. 

 Definition of Target Volumes  

 All subjects in the groups taken for study were immobilized; 
it is requirement in each remedy session as it is done in prior to 
CT scan and setup.  

1. Gross tumor volume (GTV): Gross blatant or 
visible/demonstrable extent and site of cancerous 
progression.

 
2. Clinical target volume (CTV): Volume that enclosed 

the GTV &/or a subclinical microscopic 
cancerous disease, that has to be get rid of.  

3. Planning target volume (PTV): It is descript to 
c h o o s e  a p p o s i t e  b e a m  a r r a n g e m e n t s ,  

               taking into account, the total impact of all the 
doable geometrical motions and imprecision to 
make sure that the treatment dose is really soak up in 
the CTV. Its geometry not only rely on the CTV but 
also on the treatment modus operandi used to 
balance the appearance of organ and patient shift 
and imprecision in field and patient setup. The 
notations were described as follows: 
GTV: Gross tumor volume.  CTV = GTV + 1 cm.
The CTV is revised in order to consideration of 
genuine hindrance to tumor expand (e.g.  
uninvolved bone or great vessels). 
PTV = CTV + margins of 7 mm axially and 12 
mm longitudinally are added to consider for tumor 
movement and setup errors. 
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Treatment planning system 
All the plans of patients were planned via software system, 
named as eclipse version 13.5.1 (Varian medical systems Palo 
alto, CA, USA). The linear accelerator using in treatment is 
Varian True beam STx version 2.5.1. The algorithm used in 
dose calculation was pencil beam calculation.  
Field Design 
The 3 D plans were prepared and stabilized in single phase 
according to the tumor location. In the coplanar technique, we 
treat two bilateral opposed fields, with gantry angles of 90 & 
270 with its sub fields, whereas in non-coplanar technique, 
gantry angles of 90, 270 & 60 with subfield of 90, here couch 
rotation angle  270 also on 60 gantry angle to makes it, non-
coplanar plan, we use enhanced dynamic wedge to make plan 
more conformal. Here we have used, three to four fields to 
spare Brainstem, Eyes, Optic nerves, Lens, with tolerance to 
high risk organs. The given dose was 54 Gy in 30 fractions. 
Limitations of doses  
The doses were maintained for - (Target) PTV: 54Gy (D95%), 
for organ at risk, involve;  i.e,  
Eye < 46 Gy, Mean = 35Gy,  
Lens < 10 Gy  
Brainstem & Optic nerve <55 Gy (Not more than 59 Gy upto 
10cc volume) . 
Conformal Plans 
Conformal plans were describes to reduce the volume of 
normal organs irradiated and given coverage of at least 95% 
of the PTV by at least the 95% isodose surface. Field designs 
and field ratio were optimized in order to give the less 
effective dose delivery to the normal organs. The utmost dose 
in the patient should not surpass 107% of the given tumor 
dose. The similar constraints were employed to the 3DCRT 
coplanar & non-coplanar plan. 
Statistical Analysis 

The evaluation of treatment plans were given on doses 

distribution to the PTV, max. dose to the PTV, conformity 

index, and doses to normal organs (eyes, brainstem, lens and 

optic nerve). Dose delivered in normal organ are evaluated as 

per QUANTEC protocol at international standards.  P 

(statistical significance level) value was considered 

significant, if p < 0.05. 

“Conformity index (CI ) = (TVri/TV)” (TVri/Vri)  

Where, TV represents target volume; TVri represents the 

target volume wrapped by reference isodose  curve (95%); 

and Vri represents all the volume wrapped by reference 

isodose curve (95%). An ideal CI  value = 1, represents better 

conformity. 

Homogeneity index (HI) = (D2% – D98%) / Dmean . 

Where, D2% = Minimum dose to 2% of the target volume 

indicating the “maximum dose”,         

 D98% = Minimum dose to the 98% of the target volume, 

indicating the “minimum dose” and  

D mean = Mean dose to the target volume. It is most widely 
5used formula in the literature .

Results  
All the plans were assessed & compared by the statistical 
analysis of dose parameters, as per clinically acceptable as per 
international protocol. The major benefit of Non coplanar 
field in our study is the preservation of eye lens from radiation 
as getting same coverage level in PTV from Coplanar field.  
The plans and DVH in both Co-planar and Non-Coplanar 
fields are shown in Images 1 (A) and (B) a & 2 (A) and (B). 
Bar diagram is also shown as in figure 1.

PTV (Target) 
According to international recommendation the dose 
coverage of PTV should not be less than 95% -100% of PTV 
volume is not more than 107% of the prescribed dose, with 
sparing of OARs within tolerance limit.  
OAR (organ at risk) 
According to international protocol some tolerance limit has 
been set to organ at risk. All the plans were planned according 
to these tolerance limits. The dose to the lens are comes under 
highly significant category. No significant differences have 
been found to all other OARs.  Plans were evaluated on 
various factors such as CI & HI which comes under highly 
significant category. Thus all the plans were planned 
according to these recommendations. The results of Target 

JK-Practitioner

Plan of a patient of coplanar field in picture 1 & with DVH 
of same plan in picture 2
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PTV and Coplanar, Non Coplanar fields- CI, HI, D98%, D2% 
and Dmean are shown in Table 1. The results of OARs with 
reference to Coplanar and Non co-planar fields are shown in 
Table 2 while Table 3 shows briefly about PTV of all the plans 
of 20 patients. 

JK-Practitioner

Plan of a same patient with Non coplanar field in picture 3 with DVH of same plan in picture 4 

S.No. Target PTV Coplanar Non Coplanar P value

1 D98%  (Gy) 51.95 ± 0.059 51.82 ± 0.42 0.075

D2%    (Gy) 56.05 ± 0.067 55.87 ± 0.13 0.056

2 Conformity

 

Index (CI)

 

1.36 ± 0.08

 

1.39 ± 0.04

 

p<0.05***

3 Homogeneity

 

Index (HI)

 
0.756 ± 0.01

 

0.74 ± 0.006

 

p<0.05***

4 Monitor unit

 

221 ± 14

 

245 ± 11

 

0.056

5 Treatment

 

Time (Minutes)
 1.06 ± 0.06

 
1.13 ± 0.08

 
p<0.065

 OAR’S  

1 Brainstem
 

53.5 ± 0.4
 

53.8 ± 0.5
 

0.078

2 Optic nerve L

 
55.2 ± 0.4

 
54.4 ± 0.4

 
0.072

3 Optic nerve R

 

55.9 ± 0.7

 

54.5 ± 0.5

 

0.078

4 Eye L

 

24.1 ± 0.4

 

12.5 ± 0.3

 

0.065

5 Eye R 38.1 ± 0.6 33.9 ± 0.8 0.085

6 Lens L 12.7 ± 0.2 2.1 ± 0.1 p<0.05***

7 Lens R 12.5 ± 0.3 2.0 ± 0.2 p<0.05***

±, SD- Standard deviation ***, Highly significant

      

   

      
S.No. Cop Non Cop Cop Non Cop Cop Non 

Cop
Cop Non Cop Cop Non 

Cop
Cop Non 

Cop
Cop Non Cop

1
Optic nerve     R Optic nerve       L Eye R Eye L Lens R Lens L Brainstem

55.9 54.9 54.7 54.8 38.3 34.4 23.6 24.1 12.6 2.2 12.8 2.1 53.0 54.2

2 56.8 55.2 55.8 54.7 38.6 34.5 24.2 24.5 12.9 2.3 12.6 2.2 53.2 53.4

3 56.7 55.0 54.9 53.7 38.9 34.9 24.3 24.7 12.9 2.3 12.9 2.3 54.1 53.1

4 56.3 54.6 55.8 54.9 37.6 33.9 23.7 23.8 12.2 1.9 12.5 2.1 53.2 54.2

5 56.5 54.8 54.9 53.9 37.9 32.7 23.5 23.8 12.6 2.0 12.4 2.1 53.5 54.0

6 56.9 54.9 55.7 54.3 38.2 33.8 24.3 24.5 12.8 2.2 12.6 2.2 53.7 54.3

7 55.8 54.4 54.9 54.3 36.3 32.1 23.8 23.9 11.9 1.7 12.9 1.9 53.1 53.7

8 55.2 53.9 55.9 54.9 37.2 32.6 24.7 24.9 12.0 1.7 13.1 2.0 54.2 54.1

9 54.2 53.1 54.8 53.9 37.9 33.1 23.7 23.9 12.1 1.9 12.9 2.1 53.2 53.9

10 55.8 54.2 55.1 54.7 38.1 34.2 23.9 24.2 12.2 2.0 12.7 2.1 54.1 53.7

11 56.7 54.7 55.9 54.8 37.9 33.3 24.1 24.3 12.2 1.9 12.8 2.0 53.4 54.1

12 56.1 54.3 56.1 55.1 38.2 34.1 23.7 23.9 12.3 2.0 12.6 2.2 53.8 54.5

13

 

56.9

 

54.6

 

54.7

 

53.8

 

39.5

 

34.8

 

24.2

 

24.3 12.9 2.3 12.4 2.4 52.9 53.7

14

 

55.1

 

53.9

 

55.1

 

54.6

 

38.6

 

34.6

 

24.1

 

24.3 12.7 2.3 12.5 2.3 53.7 52.3

15

 

54.4

 

53.6

 

54.9

 

54.1

 

37.6

 

33.2

 

23.9

 

24.2 12.0 1.7 12.7 1.9 53.5 53.6

16

 

55.8

 

54.9

 

55.7

 

54.8

 

38.3

 

35.1

 

24.8

 

24.9 12.1 1.9 13.0 2.1 53.8 53.2

17

 

56.2

 

55.3

 

55.3

 

54.6

 

38.8

 

34.9

 

24.7

 

24.9 12.9 2.3 12.9 2.5 54.1 53.9

18

 

55.8

 

54.9

 

54.9

 

54.3

 

38.6

 

34.6

 

24.5

 

24.7 12.8 2.3 12.8 2.4 53.9 54.7

19

 

56.2

 

54.6

 

55.2

 

54.1

 

38.5

 

34.2

 

24.3

 

24.4 12.7 2.2 12.7 2.3 52.9 53.8

20

 

55.8

 

54.3

 

55.4

 

53.8

 

37.9

 

34.1

 

23.6

 

23.8 12.5 2.2 12.2 2.2 53.4 53.9

Mean

 

55.9±0.7

 

54.5±0.5

 

55.2±0.4

 

54.4±0.4

 

38.1±0.6

 

33.9±0.8

 

24.1±0.4 24.3±0.4 12.5±0.3 2.0±0.2 12.7±0.2 2.1±0.1 53.5±0.4 53.8±0.5

 
  

                                         

Discussion  
The purpose of this investigation is to find the advantage of 
introducing non-coplanar field into the treatment of confined 
advanced brain tumors. we have demonstrated that by using 
3DCRT non coplanar technique , we can achieve better 

cocritical structures sparing along with 
same or better target verage  compared to 
coplanar 3DCRT.  In 3DCRT non-
coplanar plans, only one beam is varied, 
and the rest of the fields were remains 
same to those in coplanar plan. The new 
non-coplanar field is introduced from one 
of the coplanar beams by transforming its 
direction in the frontal view whereas its 
direction on transversal view remains the 
same. “Integral dose and the OAR’s tissue 
volume getting low radiation doses are 
two essential requirements to estimate the 
delivery competence of a planning 
system. Ideally, reduction of the integral 
dose shows an optimum physical 
competence of a given treatment 
podium.In medical practice, integral dose 
is not generally
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Target       
(PTV)

Coplanar Non coplanar

CI HI D98% D2% Dmean CI HI D98% D2% Dmean

1 1.25 0.074 51.97 56.02 54.08 1.41 0.077 51.56 55.74 54.15

2 1.30 0.075

 

51.99

 

56.04

 

54.11

 

1.35

 

0.079

 

51.59 55.91 54.19

3 1.47 0.075

 

52.01

 

56.05

 

54.14

 

1.43

 

0.062

 

52.64 56.02 54.76

4 1.31 0.075

 

51.92

 

55.97

 

54.06

 

1.39

 

0.077

 

51.51 55.69 54.01

5 1.39 0.074

 
52.04

 
56.08

 
54.16

 
1.47

 
0.063

 
52.65 56.11 54.79

6 1.43 0.074
 

52.00
 

56.01
 

54.09
 

1.48
 

0.064
 

52.62 56.18 54.82

7 1.38 0.075 52.06 56.11  54.15  1.45  0.061  52.67 55.98 54.75

8 1.47 0.077

 
51.98

 
56.18

 
54.18

 
1.37

 
0.079

 
51.60 55.88 54.14

9 1.28 0.077

 

51.95

 

56.13

 

54.14

 

1.38

 

0.079

 

51.53 55.81 54.07

10 1.26 0.077

 

51.97

 

56.15

 

54.16

 

1.35

 

0.077

 

51.61 55.77 54.11

11 1.26 0.077

 

51.89

 

56.07

 

54.08

 

1.36

 

0.079

 

51.57 55.89 54.14

12 1.45 0.077

 

51.93

 

56.10

 

54.12

 

1.41

 

0.074

 

51.62 55.63 54.03

13 1.31 0.077

 

51.83

 

56.02

 

54.03

 

1.37

 

0.076

 

51.54 55.78 54.07

14 1.49 0.075

 

52.03

 

56.12

 

54.19

 

1.42

 

0.077

 

51.66 55.84 54.17

15 1.42 0.074

 

51.98

 

55.99

 

54.07

 

1.36

 

0.077

 

51.63 55.82 54.13

16 1.36 0.074 51.90 55.92 54.01 1.34 0.079 51.57 55.86 54.11

17 1.39 0.075 51.93 56.01 54.07 1.39 0.079 51.60 55.92 54.19

18 1.44 0.075 51.99 56.03 54.02 1.37 0.077 51.67 55.89 54.24

19 1.26 0.076 51.87 56.00 54.05 1.31 0.079 51.55 55.81 54.08

20 1.29 0.078 51.90 56.15 54.12 1.39 0.077 51.61 55.83 54.16

Mean(X) 1.36±0.08 0.756±0.01 1.39±0.04 0.74±0.006

estimated as part of the quality indices and the main concern 

in tumor control and deterministic natural organ toxicity from 
6high dose radiation .Calculation of the ID is must when there 

is a possiblearchetype change by coplanar-foremost 

treatment process to the non-coplanar planning. Integral 

dose(ID) is the total  dose exposed to an irradiated volume by 

an ionizing radiation. In an study Olivier Chapet, et al. 

published an article in 2006 found the comparable advantages 

of applying non- coplanar beam to save the heart in irradiation 

of lung tumors in the middle and lower lobes.” Assessment of 

3DCRT coplanar to 3DCRT non- coplanar plan indicates that 

there is a benefit by adding a non coplanar field in the 

protection of the heart. Certainly, the mean equivalent 

uniform dose (EUD) value to the heart is statistically 

significantly lower in 3DCRT non-coplanar plan than in 

reference coplanar plan (respective mean values of 29.64 and 
733.25 Gy; P = 0.0003) .

 In my investigation the most important difference in terms of 
max EUD values for the lens is observed between the 
reference 3DCRT coplanar plan (12.5 Gy) and 3DCRT non-
coplanar plan (2.0 Gy) with highly statistically significant 
difference (P < 0.0001). Also focusing on the specific target 
volume coverage on the basis of conformity index and 
homogeneity index i.e., same tumor dose coverage in both the 
technique. Multiple non-coplanar beams are today routinely 
used in localized small brain tumors. The results of the 
investigation showed that, there is large advantage for adding 
a non-coplanar field for protecting normal tissue structures.  
Further mean dose reduction to eye lens also. This study is 
beneficial for the medical society, which have conventional 
linear accelerator and they are not able to do Rapid Arc and 
IMRT plan. By adding non coplanar beam, they can reduce 
normal tissue structure dose in practice. 
 Conclusion  
The present study illustrates the significance of utilization of 

non-coplanar beams in the irradiation of pituitary macro 
adenoma carcinoma. This technique significantly minimize 
the risk of cataract radiation to the eye lens, focusing on the 
specific target volume coverage conformity index and 
homogeneity index. 
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Dosimetric Consequences of FFF, FF & Photon Beam Energy on VMAT Plan in  
Prostate Cancer.
Dinesh Kumar, Anirudh Pradhan.

JK-Practitioner

Abstract

Purpose: The research intended to figure out the impact on treatment plan quality & 

dosimetric certainty of FF & FFF-VMAT plan using Photon beam energy (PBE) of 6MV & 

10MV for prostate cancer (PC) along with lymph nodes (LN). 

Materials &Method: In this retrospective investigation, VMAT plans were created with 

FFF & FF mode of treatment using the eclipse TPS version 13.5. Each plan subsists two 

target volume structures:  PTV  comprised the entire prostate cancer&  PTV + PTVPC PC Lymph 

 For statistical plan assessment, dosimetric factors were analyzed to measure Nodes.

delivery performance.

Result:No significant (p>0.05) differences observed for PTV & PTV   coverage in low PC PC+LN

& high PBE for both FF-VMAT & FFF-VMAT.Low PBE significantly (p<0.05) observed 

higher numbers of MUs as compared with high PBE, therefore, Lower MUs alleviate the 

head scattering & leakage radiation & the potential risk of secondary malignancy. A 

lightly higher low dose volumes were observed for 6MV VMAT plans compared to 10MV 

VMAT plans.

Conclusion: The integral dose was higher in low energy photons (FF-FFF 6MV) when 

correlated with high energy photons (FF-FFF 10MV) while No significant difference was 

observed in respect of PTV & PTV   coverage and HI. Significant difference observed PC PC+LN

in MU value increases in FFF-VMAT.

                                JK-Practitioner2021;26(2):19-25

Introduction 

In recent years, “medical accelerator operated in a flattening filter free (FFF) mode is 

becoming of accelerating interest. Started within the 1990s, the first research work was 
1aim at the increased dose rate for radiosurgery or the physics peculiarity of un-flattened 

2beams” . “In the 2000s, few groups addressed the concern of utilizing FFF beams in 
3-4IMRT” . “Rotational IMRT or VMAT has recently turned into an auspicious & 

5commercial treatment choice” . “During the preceding years, the practicability of treating 

miscellaneous cancers including prostate, cervix, lung, larynx, NPC & esophagus using 
6-10un-flattened beams have been stated” . “Also, the exclusive use of a medical accelerator 

11in FFF mode in 3D-CRT planning has also been stated to be practicable” . From these 

published studies outcomes, a shortened beam-on time & comparable plan quality seem 

to have been proved for VMAT plan with un-flattened beams. An asset of abolishes 

flattening filter in medical accelerator thus become progressively persuasive.

All over the world, PC is one of the foremost common & frequent malignant cancer for 

men. Although radiation therapy has a substantial aspect & excelling option in the 

treatment of PC, more treatment fractions & lengthy treatment time per fraction make it 

conspicuous to further enhance the treatment performance. Concurrent, planning of PC 

with LN cases proved to be challenging due to the sizable volumes of PTV & the 

numerous close proximity OAR structures. 

Therefore, the current study intended to investigate the therapeutic role of the VMAT-FFF
1
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& VMAT-FF, compare PTV coverage, the organ at risk 

(OARs), & non-tumor integral radiation dose from FF-6MV, 

FFF-6MV, FF-10MV & FFF-10MV for VMAT in the 

treatment of PC.Therefore, the current study intended to 

investigate the therapeutic role of the VMAT-FFF &VMAT-

FF, compare PTV coverage, the organ at risk (OARs), & non-

tumor integral radiation dose from FF-6MV, FFF-6MV, FF-

10MV & FFF-10MV for VMAT in the treatment of PC.

Material & Methods

Patient Presentation

T

in our department 

were used in this comparative planning investigation

CT slices(Siemens-SomatomDefinition AS+ 128 

slices, USA) were obtained with 3-mm slice width, starting 

from the iliac crest to 8 cm down to the ischial tuberosity the 

Patients were advised to empty the UB & rectum about 1-

1.5hr before the CT scan.

Target & OARs delineation

“

The CTV included the entire PC & the LN. “The primary 

PTV  was defined to comprise a 7 mm margin around the PC+LN

pelvic LNs in all directions & a 10 mm margin around the 

prostate in all directions except the posterior direction, where 
13a 6 mm margin was added” . “The PTV  was defined to Boost

include a 7 mm margin around the prostate in all directions 

except the posterior direction, where a 6 mm margin was 
13added” . The entire rectum, UB, penile bulb, femoral heads 

(RT & LT) & body were contoured as organs at risk (OAR) 

structures. 

Twenty patients reported with PC (stages N M ) who 1-2 0-1 0

were treated by IMRT & VMAT techniques 

. 

Patients who go through brachytherapy or radical 

prostatectomy were ignored. All the patients were physically 

immobilized in the lying horizontally position with face-up 

direction & 

Target volumes were contoured on CT images for CTV& 

PTV as per Radiation Therapy Oncology Group guidelines” 
12. 

The average structure volumes are shown in 

Table1.

PTV  were created for the individual patient. The combined Boost

plan was to figure out, subsist of PTV & PTV . The PD PC+LN Boost

was 50.4Gy in 28 fractions to PTV & a separate19.6Gy in PC+LN 

11 fractions for PTV .The planning objective was to deliver Boost

100% PD to 95% of PTV structure with no more than 2% of 

PTV volume receiving 107% of PD as recommended in 
14 15“ICRU 50 & ICRU 62 . QUANTEC” protocol was used for 

OARs dose assessment.

Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA, 

USA) Eclipse TPS 

version 13.5 (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA, USA) 

was used for VMAT planning. Double arc techniques were 

used for all the VMAT plans. 

The first arc was counterclockwise (CCW) with 
0 0 0 0GA 179 –181 , CA 10 –30 & the second arc was clockwise 

0 0 0 0(CW) with GA 181 –179 &CA 10 –30 selected for both FFF-

VMAT & FF- VMAT plan with 6MV & 10MV PBE. The PRO 

algorithm was used for plan optimization &AAA with a grid 

size of 25 mm was used for beam dose calculation for all 

VMAT plans.

“
[16]. During 

planning, our first aim was to attain identical target coverage 

for individual VMAT planes & the secondary aim was to 

minimize the OARs doses independently as much as 

achievable. &D  was considered as minimum maximum

D & D , respectively. D & D were referred to a dose 98% 2% 98% 2%

received by 98% & 2% volume of PTV structure respectively. 

CI & HI were used for target coverage. DVHs 

ID is the dose accumulated to the OARs structure outside the

Planning technique

True Beam STx (

accelerator was used in this investigation. 

The purpose of practice a double 

arc is to escalation the modulation parameter during plan 

optimization. 

Plan evaluation

The reference plan assessment was taken from the 

recommendations of ICRU Report No. 83”

The criteria forD

 difference of 

D &D & dose received by 50% of PTV (D ). A value of 2% 98% 50%

16HI close to zero considered as homogeneous plan” .

Integral Dose 

JK-Practitioner

Table –  1 Structure volumes of PTV & OAR. 

Structure 
volumes of 
PTV & OARs  

PTVPC+LN  

(cm3)  
PTVPC  (cm3)  Rectum (cm3) Bladder (cm3) Femoral Head 

(cm3) 

240±52.67  170.13±32.28  63.79±18.15 123.43±40.53 112.05±28.78 

for the PTV & an additional plan for the boostPTV PC+LN

structure in a patient. It is also the area under the curve of a 

differential absolute dose,

Dose Prescription

A primary plan 

FFF-VMAT & FF-VMAT plan with 6MV & 10MV were 

generated for the two planning target volumes: 
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area under the curve of a differential absolute dose, absolute 

volume histogram.

“Non-tumor integral dose (NTID) = mean dose × volume of 
21OARs outside PTV”

For low dose volume evaluation of OARs structures, D  (dose 2%

to 2% volume of OAR), D , V  (volume receiving 2Gy) & 5% 2Gy

V  were calculated.5Gy

The observation between dosimetric factors of FFF-VMAT & 

FF-VMAT plans with 6MV & 10MV was carried out using 

two samples paired t-test (two-tailed test). All the technical 

statistics were expressed as the mean ± standard deviation 

(SD). The analyses were carried out with IBM, SPSS statistics 

software.P valueless than < 0.05 was considered as 

statistically significant changes.

The p-value for CI of all the FF-VMAT & 

FFF-VMAT plans with all the PBE (6MV & 10MV) was 

observed to be p<0.05, thus there are statistically significant 

changes observed concerning variation in PBE, 10MV 

VMAT-FFF shows the better value of CI as compared with 

other plans. There were no statistically significant (p>0.05)

Rectum was evaluated for D , V , V & V  but outcomes mean 25 40 60

were not observed statistically significant changes (P > 0.05) 

as shown in Tables 2& 3.

 However, There was a slight improvement in rectum dose for

Statistical analysis

Results

We  r e c o g n i z e d  t h a t  1 0 0 %  o f  t h e  t a r g e t  

volume(PTV &PTV ) received at least 95% of the PD of PC+LN Boost

70Gy (50.4Gy+ 19.6Gy)for all 20 patients for both low & high 

PBE. Each RT plan was optimized& calculated in such a way 

to keep the D  within the target to <107% of the PD, & all max

plans were able to meet this objective.

Dose to PTV & PTVBoost PC+LN

Table 2 shows the different dosimetric parameters of 

PTV & PTV  for both FF-VMAT & FFF-VMAT for BOOST PC+LN

6MV & 10MV PBE. Table 3 shows, there were no statistically 

significant (p>0.05) changes observed in terms of PTV & BOOST

PTV  coverage for 6MV & 10MV beam energies. PC+LN

However, 10MV VMAT-FF shows higher D  dose coverage 98

while 6MV VMAT-FFF shows higher D  dose coverage & D  95 2

were significantly less in 10MV VMAT-FF. There was a 

marginal reduction in the D  dose of the PD with increasing in 2

the beam energy, but outcomes were not statistically 

significant changes. 

Dose to Rectum

 10MV VMAT-FFF in comparison to 6MV VMAT-FF, 6MV 

VMAT-FFF & 10MV VMAT-FF.

UB was evaluated for D , V , V & V  but outcomes were mean 25 40 60

not observed statistically significant changes (P > 0.05) as 

shown in Tables 2& 3. However, the 10MV VMAT-FF offers 

improvement in D , V , V & V of the UB in comparison to mean 25 40 60

6MV FF-VMAT, 6MV FFF-VMAT & 10MV FFF-VMAT. 

There were slight improvements in D , V , V & V of UB mean 25 40 60

with an increase in PBE. There was no statistically significant 

(P > 0.05) changes observed in the dose of the UB, but there 

was an improvement in the dose for the VMAT-FF plan in 

comparison to VMAT-FFF.

Both right & left femur were evaluated for D  (mean dose) mean

& D , outcomes were observed statistically significant 10

differences (P < 0.05) as shown in Table 2&3.There was a 

statistically significant changes (P <0.05) reduction in mean 

dose & D  dose with VMAT-FFF comparison with VMAT-FF 10

plans. Higher energy shows dose reduction in comparison 

with low energy. Table 2 shows that dose reduction in D & mean

D  for 10MV VMAT-FF & 10MV VMAT-FFF plans were 10

10.76%, 11.11%&15.41%, 14.58% respectively less in 

comparison to that in 6MV FF-VMAT & 6MV FFF-VMAT plans 

for Rt femur& for Lt femur it shows 7.36%, 9.26% & 13.64%, 

14.45% respectively.

The penile bulb was evaluated for D & V  but outcomes mean 45

were not observed statistically significant changes (P > 0.05) 

as shown in Tables 2&3. However, 6MV VMAT-FFF shows 

better dose reduction in comparison with other VMAT plans. 

Dose to the volumes of 2%, 5% & volumes of 2Gy& 5Gy of 

OARs were also calculated as shown in Tables 2& 3. For the 

6MV& 10MV plans, there were no significant (P > 0.05) 

changes in doses to 2% & 5% of OARs.However, the integral 

dose decreased, 

There was no significant difference 

between FF-VMAT&FFF-VMAT planning for the same 

PBE.

There were statistically significant changes (P < 0.05), 

reduction in number of MUs with increase in PBE& increase 

in number of MUs with FFF-VMAT comparison with 

Dose to Urinary Bladder

Dose to Femoral Head

Dose to Penile Bulb

Assessment of low dose volumes to OARs

when 10MV FF-VMAT or 10MV FFF-

VMAT were used. 

Monitor Units

JK-Practitioner
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FF-VMAT FFF-VMAT
Dosimetric Parameters Energy 6MV Energy 10MV Energy 6MV Energy 10MV

PTVBoost

(70Gy)

D98% 67.20±0.48 67.48±0.53 67.27±0.36 67.02±0.51

Table - 2 The quantitative analysis of 20 patient’s statistics based on DVH for PTVBoost, PTVPC+LN& 
OARs     

D95%

 

69.44±0.35

 

69.42±0.42

 

69.45±0.39

 

69.43±0.38

 

Dmed

 

67.41±0.32

 

67.43±0.35

 

67.40±0.41

 

67.43±0.41

 

D2%

 

75.53±0.39

 

75.19±0.32

 

75.38±0.48

 

75.48±0.36

 

CI

 

1.16±0.02

 

1.12±0.04

 

1.09±0.01

 

1.06±0.03

 

HI

 

0.12±0.03

 

0.11±0.06

 

0.12±0.03

 

0.13±0.03

 

MU

 

518±45

 

480±30

 

560±30

 

525±28

 

PTVPC+LN 

(50.4 Gy)

D98%

 

48.38±0.52

 

48.52±0.63

 

48.46±0.47

 

48.19±0.59

 

D95%

 

49.94±0.46

 

49.96±0.45

 

49.94±0.51

 

49.95±0.48

 

Dmed

 

48.53±0.28

 

48.57±0.30

 

48.50±0.29

 

48.52±0.36

 

D2%

 

54.33±0.42

 

54.13±0.46

 

54.26±0.45

 

54.39±0.44

 

CI

 

1.14±0.02

 

1.11±0.03

 

1.08±0.02

 

1.05±0.01

 

HI

 

0.13±0.04

 

0.12±0.03

 

0.11±0.06

 

0.13±0.04

 

MU

 

580±32

 

530±38

 

618±35

 

590±30

 

Rectum
Dmean

 

V25

 

V40

 

V60

 

33.96±4.2

 

47.66±2.7

 

33.66±3.3
 

23.97±3.4
 

33.76±3.4

 

47.49±3.1

 

33.76±3.2
 

24.15±4.1
 

34.24±3.8

 

47.58±3.5

 

34.65±2.4
 

24.60±2.9
 

33.46±3.2

 

46.77±3.3

 

33.22±4.1
 

23.51±3.3
 

Bladder
Dmean

 

V25
 

V40
 

V60  

38.23±4.2
 

52.60±3.7 

38.60±3.2 
26.82±3.6 

37.99±3.3
 

51.34±3.2 

38.51±3.7 
26.12±3.9 

38.60±3.9
 

53.41±4.2 

38.80±3.3 
26.45±4.2 

38.25±3.6
 

53.32±3.2 

38.78±4.1 
26.97±3.4 

Penile 
Bulb

Dmean  
V45  

9.67±2.3 
9.38±2.1 

9.78±2.8 
10.05±3.1 

9.19±2.4 
8.88±2.7 

9.38±2.9 
9.22±2.8 

RT Femur

LT Femur

Dmean  
D10

 Dmean

 D10

16.84±0.85
 

17.67±0.78
 16.33±0.72
 17.39±0.68

15.12±0.76
 

15.81±0.55
 15.17±0.65
 15.85±0.72

16.63±0.66
 

18.32±0.57
 16.29±0.67
 18.33±0.65

14.25±0.68
 

15.83±0.71
 14.21±0.72
 15.86±0.66

Body-PTV
D2

D5

62.08±1.5
51.80±2.0

62.05±1.6
51.29±2.2

62.08±1.3
51.83±2.0

61.89±1.6
51.38±2.2

V2

V5

92.63±7.9
76.11±6.9

91.21±7.9
76.28±7.0

92.63±7.5
76.15±7.0

91.10±7.8
75.93±6.8

FF-VMAT plans. Table 2 shows that number of MUs in 

PTV  for 10MVFF-VMAT & 10MV FFF-VMAT plans Boost

were 7.62% & 6.51% respectively less in comparison to that in 

6MV FF-VMAT & 6MV FFF-VMAT plans. Table 2 shows 

that number of MUs in PTV  for 10MV FF-VMAT & PC+LN

10MV FFF-VMAT plans were 9.1%& 4.63% respectively less 

in comparison to that in 6MV FF-VMAT & 6MV FFF-VMAT 

plans.

 

Discussions

In our investigation, 10MV FF-VMAT & 10MV FFF-VMAT 

plans generated very identical & profuse conformal plans for 

PTV & PTV  coverage. The dose conformity within the BOOST PC+LN

PTV &PTV structure was moderately elevated by the BOOST PC+LN

10MV FF-VMAT & 10MV FFF-VMATPBE

 when differentiated with 6MV FF-VMAT & 6MV FFF-

VMAT, even though the investigation revealed statistically 

significant (p<0.05).High energy photon beams 10MV FF-

VMAT & 10MV FFF-VMAT have lower MUs than low 

energy photon beam 6MV FF-VMAT & 6MV FFF-VMAT 

(p<0.05). Lower MUs alleviate the head scattering& leakage 

radiation & the potential risk of secondary malignancy.

Numerous field of radiation beams tends to diminish the 

volume acquiring high radiation dose &raise the volume 

acquiring low-dose radiation. The correlation between 

integral doses of low energies & high energies is significant, 

even though there is no significant correlation between V5% 

doses for both energies. In comparison with various treatment 

plans, our investigation showed that V5% alone did not
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Figure 3 – Bar diagram showing DVH outcomes for Rectum & U Bladder

Figure 1 A, B – Bar diagram showing DVH outcomes for PTV(Boost)

Figure 2 A, B – Bar diagram showing DVH outcomes for PTV(PC+LN)



  

Table 3- p-Value assessment, if the p-value is a smaller amount than 0.05 (P<0.05) *, than it can be 
concluded that the two means are significantly different. 

 
Dosimetric 
Parameters 

FF-VMAT 
6MV 
Vs 
FF-VMAT 
10MV 

FF-VMAT 
6MV 
Vs 
FFF-VMAT 
6MV 

FF-VMAT 
6MV 
Vs 
FFF-VMAT 
10MV 

FF-VMAT 
10MV 
Vs 
FFF-VMAT 
6MV 

FF-VMAT 
10MV 
Vs 
FFF-VMAT 
10MV 

FFF-VMAT 
6MV 
Vs 
FFF-VMAT 
10MV 

 
 
PTV 

(Boost) 

D98% 0.0880 0.6049 0.2576 0.9342 0.0081* 0.0813 
D95% 0.8709 0.9324 0.9315 0.8162 0.9375 0.8704 
DMed 0.8514 0.9319 0.8644 0.9319 1.0000 0.8183 
D2% 0.0046* 0.2849 0.6759 0.1490 0.0105* 0.4606 
CI 0.0003* 0.0001* 0.0001* 0.0024* 0.0001* 0.0001* 
HI 0.5090 1.0000 0.2985 0.5090 0.1904 0.2985 
MU 0.0032* 0.0013* 0.5582 0.0001* 0.0001* 0.0005* 

 
 
PTV 
(PC+LN) 

D98% 0.4481 0.6127 0.2868 0.7347 0.0955 0.1177 
D95% 0.8902 1.0000 0.9467 0.8961 0.9462 0.9494 
DMed 0.6654 0.7411 0.9224 0.4577 0.6360 0.8476 
D2% 0.1592 0.6140 0.6614 0.3720 0.0756 0.3614 
CI 0.0006* 0.0001* 0.0001* 0.0006* 0.0001* 0.0001* 
HI 0.3767 0.2225 1.0000 0.5090 0.3767 0.2225 
MU 0.0001* 0.0010* 0.3144 0.0001* 0.0001* 0.0099* 

 
Rectum 
 

Dmean 
V25 
V40 
V60 

0.8694 
0.8543 
0.9230 
0.8807 

0.8262 
0.9359 
0.2847 
0.5322 

0.6743 
0.3565 
0.7106 
0.6666 

0.6761 
0.9319 
0.3260 
0.6909 

0.7754 
0.4813 
0.6451 
0.5897 

0.4869 
0.4561 
0.1862 
0.2741 

 
U 
Bladder 
 

Dmean 
V25 
V40 
V60 

0.8418 
0.2566 
0.9349 
0.5588 

0.7744 
0.5214 
0.8468 
0.7665 

0.9872 
0.5144 
0.8778 
0.8930 

0.5965 
0.0876 
0.7950 
0.7982 

0.8131 
0.0578 
0.8281 
0.4670 

0.7697 
0.9396 
0.9865 
0.6694 

Penile 
Bulb 

Dmean 
V45 

0.8927 
0.4286 

0.5223 
0.5172 

0.7280 
0.8391 

0.4787 
0.2108 

0.6597 
0.3798 

0.8226 
0.6980 

Rt Femur 
 
Lt Femur 

Dmean 
D10 
Dmean 
D10 

0.0001* 
0.0001* 
0.0001* 
0.0001* 

0.3883 
0.0046* 
0.8566 
0.0001* 

0.0001* 
0.0001* 
0.0001* 
0.0001* 

0.0001* 
0.0001* 
0.0001* 
0.0001* 

0.0005* 
0.9212 
0.0001* 
0.9637 

0.0001* 
0.0001* 
0.0001* 
0.0001* 

 
Body-
PTV 
 

D2 
D5 
V2 
V5 

0.9515 
0.4478 
0.5731 
0.9388 

1.0000 
0.9624 
1.0000 
0.9856 

0.7006 
0.5313 
0.5414 
0.9342 

0.9485 
0.4217 
0.5634 
0.9535 

0.7536 
0.8978 
0.9649 
0.8734 

0.6825 
0.5026 
0.5310 
0.9202 
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provide adequate details for possible secondary cancer risk 

calculation. The outcomes of this investigation acquiesce with 

the significant changes in the 6MV & 10MV PBE plans in 

respect  of PTV coverage, Normal OARs sparing & HI. Even 

though the number of MUs in the low energy photon beam 

(6MV) plans was significantly higher when compared to the 

high energy photon beam (10MV) plans, these failures can be 

ignored as the probability of the risk of secondary 

malignancies due to photo-neutron generation in 

in energy>10MV plans is superior. Therefore, it can be 

concluded that FFF-VMAT plans using 6MV PBE is a 

dosimetrically more sensible choice in comparison to 10MV 

plans.
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Abstract
Background: 
Hysterectomy is one of oldest operations done in females. It can be performed by 
abdominal, vaginal and laparoscopic route. In our study we will compare the outcomes 
between the non descent vaginal hysterectomy(NDVH) and abdominal 
hysterectomy(AH). 
Objective: 
To compare the intra and post operative observations of non descent vaginal 
hysterectomy and abdominal hysterectomy 
Methods: This retrospective study was conducted in the department of obstetrics and 
gynecology of Acharya Shri Chander College Of Medical Sciences (ASCOMS) Jammu 
for a period of 3 years from January 2017 to January 2020.A total of 60 patients have been 
included in the study with 30 in NDVH group and 30 in abdominal group.
Results:
Out of 60 patients, 30 underwent non descent vaginal hysterectomy and 30 underwent 
abdominal hysterectomy. Maximum number of patients who underwent hysterectomy 
were in the age group of 46 to 50 years. Duration of surgery was more in abdominal group 
with mean duration of 70.5+4.5 minutes, whereas mean duration in NDVH group was 
50.6+3.96 minutes. When this data was compared, it came out to be statistically 
significant. Mean blood loss was 200.6+9.5 ml in AH group and it was100.4+7.6ml in 
NDVH.

Conclusion:

NDVH is safe and feasible in most of the women requiring hysterectomy for benign 

diseases as compared to abdominal group. Hospital stay is less in NDVH group. Dose of 

analgesia required, duration of surgery, amount of blood loss is less in NDVH group.
JK-Practitioner2021;26(2):26-28

Introduction:

Hysterectomy is one of oldest operations done in females.It dates back to the era before 
1anesthesia and antibiotics . It has undergone many modifications in technique and 

2indication over time.Hysterectomy is the commonest procedure done in gynecology .It 

can be performed by abdominal,vaginal and laparoscopic route.Abdominal route is used 
3in patients in malignancies ,large sized uterus and anticipated dense adhesions .Surgeon’s 

skill, size of uterus, mobility of uterus and patients preference are some of the factors 
4which affect the route of hysterectomy .Now a days, vaginal route is being preferred over 

abdominal, only limitation is that it needs expertise. In 1990,American college of 

Obstetrics and Gynaecology(ACOG) has established the guidelines for choosing the 

route of hysterectomy stating that vaginal hysterectomy can be performed in patient with 
5,6mobile uterus whose uterine size is less than 12 weeks .

Aim And Objective:

To compare the intra and post operative observations of non descent vaginal 

hysterectomy and abdominal hysterectomy

Material And Methods:

This retrospective study was conducted in the department of obstetrics and gynecology of 

Acharya Shri Chander College Of Medical sciences Jammu for a period of 3 years from 

January 2017 to January 2020.A total of 60 patients have been included in the study with
26
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Factors
 

AH
 

NDVH
 

P  value  

Fever  5(16%)  2(6.66)  0.87  

Wound infection 4(13.33%)
 1(3.33%)  0.75  

1(3.33%)  0(0%)  0.98  Vidceral injuries

JK-Practitioner Volume 26,Number 2,April-June 2021

 30 in NDVH group and 30 in abdominal group.

Inclusion Criteria:

Non descent uterus

Benign disease of uterus

Uterus with good mobility

Uterine size less than 12 weeks

Exclusion criteria:

Prolapsed uterus

Uterine size more than 12 weeks

Narrow vagina

Malignancy

Uterus with reduced mobility 
All the relevant history, findings and investigations were taken 
from the records of patients.Time taken to complete the 
surgery was taken from the records. Blood loss which was 
measured by counting the sponges soaked and blood collected 
in jar were noted in the record of patients. Any injury to the 
bladder was noted in records. Duration of hospital 
stay,postoperative pain assessed by counting the days during 
which analgesia was required, fever and wound infections 
were mentioned in the records. Statistical analysis was done 
using SPSS program. Variables were analysed using Chi 
square test and p value less than 0.05 was considered as 
significant.

Results:

Out of 60 patients, 30 underwent non descent vaginal 
hysterectomy and 30 underwent abdominal hysterectomy. 
Maximum number of patients who underwent hysterectomy 
were in the age group of 46 to 50 years as shown in table 1.Not 
a single case of NDVH was converted to abdominal 
hysterectomy. Duration of surgery was more in abdominal 
group with mean duration of 70.5+4.5 minutes, whereas mean 
duration in NDVH group was 50.6+3.96 minutes. When this 
data was compared, it came out to be statistically significant.

Mean blood loss was 200.6+9.5 ml in AH group and it 
was100.4+7.6ml in NDVH. When this data was compared, 
difference came out to be statistically significant with p value

 of 0.0001. Analgesia was required for mean 5+1.3 days in AH 
group and 2.5+1.2 days in NDVH  group  as shown in table 2 
and this was also statistically significant with p value of 
0.0001. Duration of hospital stay was more in AH (7.5+1.67 
days) than NDVH (4.3+1.3 days) group. Fever, wound 
infection and visceral injuries were more in AH than in 
NDVH group as shown in table 3.

Table 3: Post operative complications

Fever was found in 5 patients in AH group and only in 2 

patients in NDVH group. Wound infection was there in 4 

patients who underwent abdominal hysterectomy and in 1 

patient who underwent NDVH. Only 1 patient in AH group 

had bladder injury and no patient in NDVH group had any 

visceral injury.

Discussion:

In our study, maximum number of patients were in the age 

group of 46 -50 years in both the group. This study, when 

compared with the study carried out by Mythily M and 
7Shanthi S  showed that maximum number of patients were in 

8age group of 46 to 50 years. Rupali et al  and Chandra kar K et 
9al  also showed that maximum patients were in the similar age 

group. When we looked at the time taken to complete the 

surgery, we found that it was more in AH (70.5±4.5 min) than 

in NDVH (50.6±3.96 min).This was similar to studies 
10 11conducted by Goel et al . Christian Of tonsen et al also found 

that the time taken to complete the surgery was more in 

abdominal group(61 min) than non descent vaginal 

hysterectomy (49 min).When post operative pain in two 

groups was compared, it was seen that patients in AH group 

had to take analgesia for longer time (mean 5+1.3 days) as 

compared to NDVH group and this difference was

JK-Practitioner

Table 1:Age wise   distribution

 

Age  
(In years)  

AH 
(n=30) 

NDVH 
(n=30) 

35 -40  2(6.66%) 1(3.33%) 

41 -45  9(30%) 10(33.33%) 

46 -50  13(43.33%) 15(50%) 

>50 6 (20%) 4(13.33%)

P value=0.81

Factors P  value

70.5 + 4.5 50.6 + 3.96  0.0001  

 200.6 + 9.5

 

100.4 + 7.6 0.0001  

5 + 1.3 2.5 + 1.2 0.0001  

7.5 + 1.67 4.3 + 1.3 0.0001  

AH(mean +2SD ) NDVH(mean+2SD)

Duration of 
Surgery (in minutes) 

Blood loss( in ml) 
No. of days 
analgesia required
Duration of stay in
Hospital (in Days)

Table 2: Intraoperative and post operative observations
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statistically significant with p value of 0.0001. Our findings 
12 13were consistent with the findings of Garg et al , TaylorS et al  

8and Rupali et al .

It was observed that mean blood loss was more in AH group 

(mean 200.6+9.5ml) as compared to NDVH group 

(100.4+7.6ml) and this difference was statistically significant. 
7Our results were similar to those of Mythily M and Shanthi S  

who observed that blood loss was 100.6±11.91 ml in 

abdominal route and 73.2±7.0 ml in vaginal route. 

Post operative observations like hospital stay was compared 

between two groups.Hospital stay was lesser in NDVH group 

and it was statistically significant.Same was proved by the 
14studies done by Singh Abha et al .

Wound infection was more in AH group13.33% as compared 

to NDVH 3.33%.It was similar to study done by Garg et 
12 13al .Same findings were recorded by TaylorS et al .Although it 

was not statistically significant in our study,the reason being 

small sample size.Fever was recorded in 16% in AH group and 

6.66% in NDVH group which was not statistically 
9 15significant.Chandrakar K et al  and ShanthiniNF et al  also 

found that that fever was recorded more in AH group.Only 1 

patient had bladder injury and that too in AH group.It was 
7similar to the study done by Mythily M and Shanthi S .

CONCLUSION:
NDVH is safe and feasible in most of the women requiring 
hysterectomy for benign diseases as compared to abdominal 
group. Hospital stay is less in NDVH group. Dose of analgesia 
required, duration of surgery and amount of blood loss is less 
in NDVH group.
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Speciation of Candida Isolates And Its Antifungal Susceptibility Patterns In A 
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Abstract

Aims and Objectives: 

1)  To identify the various species of Candida isolated from clinical specimens.

2) To study the antifungal susceptibility pattern of isolated Candida species with five   

     selected antifungals.  

Materials and Methods: The study was conducted in the Department of Microbiology of 

Yenepoya Medical College and Hospital,Mangalore ,India.Candida isolates of 

pathogenic significance obtained from various clinical specimens except sputum were 

included in the study.The processing of the various candida isolates were done according 

to standard microbiological techniques.The species identification tests were done by 1) 

Germ tube test (Reynolds Braude Phenomenon) 2)Growth at 45 °C. 3)Dalmau technique 

4)CHROM agar 5) Sugar assimilation. Antifungal susceptibility test  was done by disc 

diffusion method (M44-A, CLSI, USA). 

Results: In our study,out of 100 Candida isolates, 43 were identified as C.tropicalis, 34 as 

C.albicans, 11 as C.parapsilosis, 7  as C.glabrata and 5 as C.krusei by Dalmau technique, 

CHROM agar and sugar assimilation.  All the 100 Candida isolates were sensitive to 

Amphotericin B and Voriconazole. Sensitivity of various Candida species to fluconazole, 

ketaconazole and itraconazole were 82.3%, 36.2% and 60.3% respectively. 

Conclusion: Candida is the commonest noscocomial pathogen. The identification of 

Candida upto species level has a major role for therapy and surveillance. The study has 

brought out the importance of recognizing Candida species as  pathogen based on the 

clinical status. 

  JK-Practitioner2021;26(1):29-33
Introduction:

The incidence and prevalence of fungal infections have increased since the 1980s 

especially in immunocompromised patients and those hospitalized with serious 
1underlying diseases. The genus consists of a heterogeneous group of organisms, and . 

approximately 20 different Candida  species are known to be aetiological agents of 

human infection But recently, non-albicans Candida are emerging as human pathogens  .

2,3causing variety of infections.

Candidiasis is an oppurtunistic infection occuring in presence of predisposing factors 

such as extensive and prolonged use of broad-spectrum antimicrobials,corticosteroids, 

immunosuppressive agents and cytotoxic drugs, diabetes mellitus, immunosuppression, 

chronic renal failure, hemodialysis, renal transplantation and indwelling urinary 
 4catheters.

Candidal infections in immunocompromised patients are often severe, rapidly 

progressive and difficult to treat. Infants and children are highly susceptible to 

candidiasis. Early detection and effective antifungal therapy prevents progression to fatal 
5candidemia and save the precious life. 

Non-albicans Candida spp. (NAC) are of special concern, since some are highly virulent 

and are associated with treatment failure due to reduced susceptibility to antifungal 
6 agents. 
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Hence, this study has been taken up to find out the prevailing 

Candida species and to know the most effective antifungals 

against the various Candida species after evaluating their 

susceptibility patterns.

Materials And Methods:
The study was conducted in a period of 9 months from 
Dec2016 to Aug2017 duration in the department of 
Microbiology, Yenepoya Medical College and Hospital, 
Mangalore,India.
Selection of Isolates:  All Candida isolates from the clinical 
samples like blood, urine, nail scrapings, high vaginal Swab 
and other body fluids received in the laboratory for culture 
were included in the study. Species of Candida isolated from 
sputum are considered as normal flora and hence was 
excluded from the study. 
Wet mount:  Wet mount was done on urine and vaginal swab 
samples.Budding yeast cells with or without Pseudohyphae 
and yeast were looked for in the samples and then were 
processed. 
Gram stain:  Gram stain was done using standard method 
and examined under 100X oil immersion field. Gram positive 
oval yeast like budding cells with/without  pseudohyphae  
were visualized in relevant samples. Then those samples were 
inoculated on SDA with chloramphenicol. 

7,8Culture methods .The samples were processed on 
Sabouraud’s dextrose agar (SDA) with Chloramphenicol and 
incubated at 37°C. Colonies which appeared cream coloured, 
pasty and smooth were examined for Gram positive budding 
yeast cells by Gram’s stain to confirm them as Candida 
species.
Species Identification method: 
1) Germ tube test (Reynolds Braude Phenomenon) 
Isolates producing germ tubes were presumptively identified 

9,10as C.albicans or C.dubliniensis . 
2)Growth at 45 °C: Colonies inoculated in SDA were 
kept at 45°C in a waterbath. C.albicans  were able to grow at 
this temperature while C. dubliniensis did not grow.

73)Cornmeal agar (CMA) :  The media was prepared as per 
the manufacturer’s instruction.Colonies were observed at the 
interface of the cover slip and line of inoculum under low 
power and high power subsequently for chlamydospores, 
blastospores,pseudohyphae and hyphae.  

84)CHROM agar :  Media was prepared as per the 
manufacturer’s instruction.The various  species of Candida 
were  identified by  their  colony  color, size,  texture, and 
presence of color diffusion  into  the surrounding agar 
presumptively in 48hrs  C. albicans ATCC 90028 was used as 
the control strain.       
5) Sugar assimilation: Sugar assimilation (Auxonographic 

11.techniques) Presence of growth around each disc indicates 
assimilation of respective sugars. C.albicans ATCC 90028 
was used as the control strain. 

12Antifungal susceptibility testing of candida: All Candida 
strains isolated were tested for antifungal susceptibility by 
disc diffusion method (M44-A, CLSI, USA). The results were

interpreted according to CLSI criteria M44A2, Candida 
a lb i cans  ATCC 90028  was  used  a s  con t ro l .
RESULTS:
Identification of Candida species based on Germ Tube Test: 
These 100 Candida isolates when subjected to Germ Tube 
Test (GTT), GTT was positive in 34 and negative in the 
remaining 66.

0Species identification by growth at temperature 37 C & 
O 042 C:  All the 100 Candida isolates grew at 37 C, only 34 of 

0them grew at 42 C also. 
Species identification by Dalmau technique: Using 
Dalmau technique for these 100 Candida isolates, 43 were 
Identified as C.tropicalis, 34 as C.albicans, 11 as 
C.parapsilosis,7 as C.glabrata and 5 as C.krusei. . The 
observations made while using Dalmau technique are 
described in Table 1.   
Species identification by CHROM agar: The speciation 
was made according to the colour noticed and speciation is 
given in Table 2. Of these 100, two showed dark green colour 
and hence these 2 could not be considered as Candida 
albicans. However, these two when tested by other methods 
were found to be Candida albicans.  
Distribution of  Candida species : Out of 100 Candida 
isolates, 43 were identified as C.tropicalis, 34 as C.albicans, 
11 as C.parapsilosis, 7 as C.glabrata and 5 were identified as 
C.krusei by Dalmau technique, CHROM agar and sugar 
assimilation.   By CHROM agar we were able to ascertain 
colour for only 32 of the 34 Candida  albicans. Two isolates 
which showed dark green coloured colonies on CHROM 
agar, turned out to be Candida albicans by  GTT and growth at 

0 0both 37 C and 42 C. 
 Thus, Dalmau technique and sugar assimilation shows 100% 
sensitivity and hence was considered as gold standard, 
whereas the sensitivity of CHROM is 97.1% (compared with 
Dalmau) . 
 Identification of Candida species based on sugar 
assimilation: All the 100 Candida isolates were subjected to 
sugar assimilation tests using 12 sugars. The assimilation of 
these individual sugars in relation to the species are furnished 
in Table 3.  In view of assimilation of sugars varying with the 
species, further statistical analysis was not attempted. 
Antifungal susceptibility testing:           
            Antifungal susceptibility testing was carried out for 
all 100 isolates. Overall  sensitivity of various candida 
species to Amphotericin B, Voriconazole, fluconazole, 
ketaconazole and itraconazole are shown in the Table 4.
Discussion:
        Candida is unique among mycotic pathogens as it causes 
a broad spectrum of clinical manifestations ranging from 
mere mucocutaneous overgrowth to life threatening systemic 

13infections . Only a few number of Candida species are human 
pathogen.The infections caused by various Candida species 
may vary from superficial to deep mycoses. Candida act as 
pathogens only when there is an interruption of normal host 
defenses. The present study was undertaken to speciate the 
Candida isolated from heterogenous clinical samples and to 
find out their    antifungal susceptibility pattern. 
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Table 1 :Speciation by Dalmau technique  

Observation
 

Species No.

Branching Pseudohyphae with blastoconidia 

singly or in clusters.

 

C.tropicalis 43

Pseudohyphae present.Clusters of  blastoconidia.

 Terminal chlamydospores were  present.

 

C.albicans 34

Thin Pseudohyphae

 

present. Giant cells 

present.

 

C.parapsilosis

 

11

No pseudohyphae only yeast cells present.

 

C.glabrata 7

Branching were present  from the junction 

between cells -crossed match sticks.

C.krusei 5

TOTAL 100

Colour - Chrom Agar 
  

Candida Species No.of Isolates

Blue  C.tropicalis 43 

Light green  C.albicans 32 

White  -  pale pink  C.parapsilosis  11 

Creamish white  C.glabrata  7 
Purple  C.krusei

 5 

TOTAL 98*
 

*- 2 Species of Candida gave dark green colour.  

TABLE 2 :  Speciation by CHROM AGAR

Table 3 : Species identification by sugar assimilation

Species Total GLU LAC

 

SUCR

 

MAL

 

GAL

 

MELI

 

CELLI

 

INO

 

XYL

 

RAFFI

 

TRE

 

DUL

 

C.albicans 34 34 -

 

34

 

34

 

34

 

-

 

-

 

-

 

34

 

-

 

34

 

-

 

C.tropicalis 43 43 -

 

43

 

43

 

43

 

-

 

43

 

-

 

43

 

-

 

43

 

-

 

C.parapsilosis 11 11 -

 

11

 

11

 

11

 

-

 

11

 

-

 

11

 

-

 

11

 

-

 

C.glabrata 7 7 -

 

7

 

7

 

-

 

-

 

-

 

-

 

-

 

-

 

7

 

-

 

C.krusei 5 5 -

 

-

 

-

 

-

 

-

 

-

 

-

 

-

 

-

 

-

 

-

 

 

Table 4: Susceptibility  pattern of Candida species

 Name of the 

isolate

Amphotericin B

 S                 R

 

Voriconazole

 

 

S               R

 

  

Fluconazole

 

 

S                R

 

  

Ketoconazole

 S                  R

 

  

Itraconazole

S              R

C.tropicalis

(n=43)

43

 
(100%)

 

0

 

43

 
(100%)

 

0

 

34

 
(79%)

 

9

 

15

 
(34.8%)

 

28

 

29

 
(67.4%)

14

C.albicans

(n=34)

34

 

(100%)

 

0

 

34

 

(100%)

 

0

 

29

 

(85.2%)

 

5

 

10

 

(29.4%)

 

24

 

27

 

(79.4%)

7

C.parapsilosis

(n=11)

11

 

(100%)

 

0

 

11

 

(100%)

 

0

 

9

 

(81.8%)

 

2

 

5

 

(45.4%)

 

6

 

7

 

(63.6%)

4

C.glabrata

(n=7)

7

(100%)

0 7

(100%)

0 6

(85.7%)

1 5

(71.4%)

2 5

(71.4%)

2

C.krusei

(n=5)

5

(100%)

0 5

(100%)

0 4

(80%)

I 0 5 1

(20%)

4
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It was observed that the non albicans Candida species are 

more distributed than Candida albicans species in our hospital 

set up. 
Tests for speciation:  Candida speciation was done by 

0conventional methods which included GTT, growth at 37 C & 
042 C, Dalmau technique, CHROM agar and sugar 

assimilation.In our study, out of 100 Candida isolates, 43 
were identified as C.tropicalis by Dalmau technique, 
CHROM agar and sugar assimilation.  
        Thirty four were identified as C.albicans by GTT, growth 

0 0at both 37 C & 42 C, Dalmau technique and sugar 
fermentation and sugar assimilation. In CHROM agar, 32 
produced light green coloured colonies while 2 isolates 
produced dark green coloured colonies.
       11 were identified as C.parapsilosis, 7 as C.glabrata and 5 
as C.krusei by all the 4 conventional methods. 
            Since the Dalmau technique and sugar assimilation 
were concordant, these were considered as gold standard and 
were considered for calculating the sensitivity for CHROM 
agar.
         The sensitivity of CHROM agar for Candida albicans is 
97.1% and this is concordant with the study done by Uma 

14Chaudhary showing 98% for C.albicans . Varying 
sensitivities have been reported by several authors for 
identification of C.albicans. 

15Baradkar et al.  stated sensitivity of 96.55%, Willinger and 
16 17 18Manafi  98.8%,  Peng et al as 100%  and Yucesoy et al.  

reported 99.4% sensitivity for the detection of species of 
Candida by CHROM agar.                         
              In our study, the 100 Candida isolates when 
subjected to Germ Tube Test (GTT), showed GTT positive in 
34 and negative in the remaining 66 isolates.  The germ tube 
test has an advantage of being simple and efficient in rapid 

19identification of Candida albicans by Campbell et al 
        One of the study done by Donald.C.Sheppard el al 
20performed the germ tube test for the identification of 
Candida albicans directly from positive blood culture bottles 
and observed100% concordance between the direct GTT and 
the GTT performed from the subcultured organisms grown on 
solid media.
Conclusion: Candida is the commonest noscocomial 
pathogen. The identification of Candida upto species level 
has a major role for therapy and surveillance.  
·    T h e  1 0 0  i s o l a t e s  w e r e  s u b j e c t e d  t o  

0 0speciation by GTT and growth at 37 C and 42 C. 
T h i r t y  f o u r  w e r e  i d e n t i f i e d  a s  
C.albicans .  
When all the 100 isolates were screened by 
CHROM agar, Dalmau technique and sugar 
a s s i m i l a t i o n  ,  4 3  w e r e  i d e n t i f i e d  a s  
C.tropicalis ,  34  as C.albicans,  11 as 
C.parapsilosis, 7 as C.glabrata and 5 as 
C.krusei. 

·          The study has brought out the importance of 
recognizing Candida species as  pathogen 
based on the clinical status. 

·    All the 100 isolates were sensitive to antifungal agents 
such as Amphotericin B and Voriconazole. 

·   These isolates have developed resistance to commonly 
used antifungal agents such as fluconazole, 
ketaconazole and itraconazole and it was 17.5%, 
63.7% and 39.5% respectively. 

·  The isolation and their resistance pattern make us to 
consider the need for  surveillance system for fungal 
isolates atleast in teaching institutions to begin with.

Limitations of the study: 

It is a single center study. 

Molecular studies for species confirmation were not 

performed.
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Abstract

Background: Training at medical schools is rigorous and demanding which results in 

considerable psychological distress among medical students. Furthermore, studies have 

shown that people living in conflict zones are at a high risk of psychological morbidity. 

Kashmir valley is subjected to conflict from decades. Consequently, the population in 

general has alarming levels of psychological morbidity and mental disorders. Medical 

students of the valley have an additionally potential psychological burden to deal with. 

We conducted this study to estimate the prevalence of psychological distress and to 

explore the effects of conflict on psychological wellbeing of medical students of Sher-i-

Kashmir Institute of Medical Sciences (SKIMS) Medical College, Srinagar.

Methods: This was a cross-sectional study using Depression, Anxiety and Stress Scale 

(DASS-21). A second questionnaire was used to investigate the effects of ongoing turmoil 

on the lives of these medical students. 

Results: 220 students participated. Prevalence of depression, anxiety and stress was 

56.8%, 64.5% and 38.2% respectively. Anxiety was significantly more in the students 

belonging to Jammu division of the erstwhile state.

Conclusion: We conclude that medical students of Kashmir suffer from high levels of 

psychological distress. There is a genuine and pressing need to acknowledge, understand 

and address this issue. We could not find a direct relationship between effects of ongoing 

turmoil and level of psychological distress using our questionnaire. Nonetheless, 

psychological impact of conflict on medical students cannot be ruled out. Moreover, these 

students have probably learned to cope with the conflict. 

Further research to explore various predictors and outcomes of poor psychological 

health of medical students needs to be done. 

        JK-Practitioner2021;26(2):34-40

Introduction

Effective healthcare delivery system requires well-trained clinicians. The training is 

tough, demanding and continuous which leads to substantial levels of psychological 
1,2,3 distress among medical students, with negative personal and professional 

consequences. Psychological distress can lead to substance abuse, broken relationships, 

suicide and attrition from profession; students’ relationship with patients and faculty gets 
4adversely affected ultimately damaging the culture of medical profession .

Depression displays a myriad of symptoms including low mood, inability to feel pleasure, 

reduced energy, thoughts of worthlessness/hopelessness, disturbed sleep and appetite and 
5decreased concentration . Anxiety is characterized by feeling of tension, worried thoughts 

and physical changes like increased blood pressure, sweating, trembling, dizziness or a 
6rapid heart beat . Stress becomes abnormal when it interferes with the normal life, causing 

7fatigue, inability to concentrate or irritability .
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The valley of Kashmir has been subjected to political intrigue 

from a long time which took the present day form since 1989. 

Decades of conflict has taken a toll on the psychological 
8wellbeing of the people . Many studies have reported that the 

populations living in conflict zones have a high risk of 
9, 10psychological morbidity  and people living in Kashmir are 

no exception. Conflict exposes people to traumatic 

experiences, economic slowdown and loss of social support 

mechanisms which increases the risk of mental health related 
11, 12, 13issues . The Institute of Mental Health and Neurosciences 

(IMHANS) has recorded an increase in outpatient 

consultations for mental health illnesses from an average of 

100 per week in 1980 to between 200 and 300 per day in 
142013 . The number of suicide attempts increased by more 

15than 250% between 1994 and 2012 . Furthermore, many 

studies have observed a high prevalence of mental disorders 

due to various traumatic experiences associated with the 
15, 16.turmoil  Therefore, the ongoing conflict is an additional 

potential threat to the psychological health of our medical 

students. This study was aimed to estimate the prevalence of 

psychological distress and to investigate the risk of the 

ongoing conflict on the medical students of Sher-i-Kashmir 

Institute of Medical Sciences (SKIMS) Medical College, 

Srinagar. SKIMS Medical College admits students from all 

the three divisions of the erstwhile state, namely, Jammu, 

Kashmir valley and Ladakh. To the best of our knowledge, 

this study is the first of its kind from the valley.

Materials and Methods

Study Design

This is a cross-sectional study of prevalence and predicting 

factors of psychological distress among medical students 

conducted in March, 2019.

Participants

The study was approved by the Institutional Ethics 
st nd thCommittee (IEC); students from 1 , 2  and 6  semester (I 

MBBS and III MBBS Part I) of SKIMS MCH were enrolled 

for the study. Informed consent was obtained from each of the 

participants and anonymity was assured.

The questionnaire

The Depression, Anxiety and Stress Scale-21 Items (DASS-
 1721)  was used to measure emotional states of depression, 

anxiety and depression-  each scale has 7 items. The questions 

are about the symptoms (of depression, anxiety and stress) 

that the subject has experienced over the past week. Each 

question has four-point (0-3) answer scale.

 Score of each subscale (ranging from 0 to 42) is equal to sum 

of seven corresponding items which is multiplied by 2 to 
17calculate the final score to match DASS-42 . DASS-21 is less 

18time consuming and better than full scale version . Cut-off 

scores for various severity states (mild, moderate, severe, 
17extremely severe)are shown as under :

The second questionnaire used in the study was aimed to look 

for the factors associated with psychological distress of the 

students. This questionnaire was structured by reviewing 

similar studies and examining the questionnaires used 
19thereof . It asked the subject about demographic traits 

(gender, year of study, division of the state that one belonged 

to, residence state), financial status (family income, personal 

income) and questions about the influence of the ongoing 

conflict in the valley on their personal lives and previous 

examinations.

Statistical analysis

Demographic characteristics of the study sample were 

depicted by frequencies and percentages. DASS-21 scores 

were displayed as means and standard deviations and 

categorized as ‘normal’ ‘mild’, ‘moderate’, ‘severe’ and 
17‘extremely severe’ . Participants belonging to these 

categories were shown as frequencies and percentages. 

Statistical package for Social Sciences version 21 was used 

for statistical analysis. Statistical significance was tested with 

Chi-square test and P< 0.05 was considered significant.

Results

Characteristics of participants

A total number of 220 students gave their written consent and 

participated in the study. Table 1 contains demographic traits 

of the participants. The study sample had 103 boys (46.8%) 

and 117 girls (53.2%); 160 students (72.7%) were from

JK-Practitioner

Depression Anxiety
 

Stress

Normal  0-9  0-7  0-14  

Mild
 

10 -13
 

8-9
 

15 -18
 

Moderate  14 -20  10 -14  19 -25  

Severe  21 -27  15 -19  26 -33  

Extremely severe
 

28+
 

20+
 

34+
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st nd I MBBS (1  and 2  semester) and 60 were from III MBBS 
th(Part I; 6  semester). Majority of the students were from 

Kashmir (64.5%); single (86.8%); stayed with family at home 

(48.2%); and were non-smokers (81.1%). 32 (14.0%) 

participants had to change their residence and 26 (11.8%) 

suffered from physical/ financial damage to self or first 

degree relative due to the ongoing conflict in the region. 

Family income of the students varied widely with 87 (39.5%) 

belonging to 30 K to 60 K per month category. About half 

(55%) of the students perceived their personal income as 

sufficient. 

Prevalence of psychological distress

The overall mean of the depression subscale scores was 12.56 

and standard deviation was 9.24; mean of stress subscale 

scores was 13.47 and its standard deviation was 8.14. Both of 

these subscales scores ranged from 0 to 42. Anxiety subscale 

scores had lower values of mean and standard deviation 

(11.92 and 8.16 respectively) and ranged from 0 to 40. The 

medians, interquartile range and outliers of the DASS-21 

subscale scores are represented in fig. 1

Categorization of students based on DASS-21 subscale 

scores is shown in Table 2. Most prevalent type of 

psychological distress among the participants was anxiety 

with 64.5% of them showing mild, moderate, severe or 

extremely severe anxiety; second most common was 

depression (56.8%) followed by stress (38.2%). 

Association of various variables with psychological 

distress

In our study, depression and anxiety was more common in 

females than in males (59.8% vs 40.2% and 66.7% vs 33.3%, 

respectively) but stress was more common in males (39.8% vs 

36.8%) than in females. Likelihood of psychological 
thmorbidity was more in students of 6  semester in comparison 

st ndto 1 /2  semester students (depression: 60.0% vs 55.6%; 

anxiety: 68.35 vs 63.1%; stress: 43.3% vs 36.3%, 

respectively).

Division of state (Jammu, Kashmir, Ladakh) was the only 

variable that was significantly associated with prevalence of 

anxiety in the students (table 3). Students belonging to Jammu 

region had significantly more anxiety than those of Kashmir 

valley/ Ladakh region (p=0.01).

Discussion

Medical students face a great deal of psychological distress in 

medical schools which has a negative effect on their learning,

 health, personal and professional lives. In addition, the 

quality of care delivered in medical centers is compromised. 

The contribution of various personal and environmental 

factors to this high level of distress needs to be identified and 

addressed.

Prevalence

Our data depicts high levels of psychological distress in the 

participants. Anxiety was the most prevalent with 64.5% of 

the students being affected followed by depression with a 

prevalence of 56.8%; 38.2% of students suffered from stress. 

High levels of psychological distress has also been reported in 

Syrian medical students with a prevalence of 60.0%, 52.6% 
19and 35.1% for depression, stress and anxiety respectively .

High anxiety levels have been reported from other developing 
20 21countries (Lebanon: 69% , Saudi Arabia: 47% to 63% , 

22Pakistan: 47.7% ). But these countries have lower level of 

depression among their medical students (Lebanon: 
20 21 2227.63% , Saudi Arabia: 30%to 43% , Pakistan: 35.1% , 

23Brazil: 38.2% ). Similarly, developed nations reveal lower 
24 25level of depression (US: 49% , UK: 16.4% , Sweden: 

2612.9% ); however, the scales used for assessing depression 

and anxiety vary in different studies. High levels of 

depression is of concern because the development of 

depression has been linked to risk of suicide and future 
27depressive episodes and morbidity .

Effects of various variables

In our study, even though there was no significant difference 

regarding psychological distress among the two genders, 

depression and anxiety was more common in females and 

stress more common in males. This is contrary to the studies 

that have shown higher levels of depression, anxiety and 
8,9,26,28,29stress in the female gender . A study from Bangladesh 

30shows high level of distress in males . Similarly, the year of 

study had no statistical significance regarding the level of 

psychological distress. This is again in contrast to the studies 

that suggest that the early years of medical school are more 
23,27stressful . Relationship status, residence state, smoking 

status and financial condition had no laden distress.

We found a significant association between the division of 

state (the student belonged to) and level of distress. Students 

belonging to Jammu region had higher anxiety than those of 

their Kashmiri/Ladakhi counterparts. These students are 

away from home and family/relatives, staying in hostels (on
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Physical/financial damage to self or first degree relative:

23 (10.5%)  

                 194 (88. 2%)  

Monthly family income:

Less than 30 K INR                                                                                        49 (22.3%) 

30 K to 60 K INR                                                                                            81 (36.9%) 

60 K to 90 K INR                                                                                            46 (20.9%) 

More than 90 K INR                                                                                     35 (15.9%) 

Personal income: 

Enough                                                                                                         118 (53.6%) 

Intermediate                                                                                               64 (29.1%) 

Not enough            

                                                                                     

33 (15.0%) 

Late/ missed an exam due to conflict:
                89 (40. 5%)  

               107 (48.6%)

Postponement of exam due to conflict:

 

Yes                                                                                    100 (45.5%)                      

No                                                                                                                  94 (42.7%) 

Characteristic N (%)

Table 1 Demographic characteristics of study sample

Gender: 

      
Male
 

103 (46.8%)  

Female

 

117 (53.2%)  

Year of study: 

1
st

 MBBS  160 (72.7%)  

2
nd

 MBBS  60 (27.3%)  

Division of State:

 Jammu                                                                                                            70 (31.8%)  

Kashmir                                                  141 (64.1%)  

Ladakh                                                                                                            7 (3.2%)

Residence Status:
 Home                                           104 (47.3%)  
Rented apartment                                                                                        7 (3.2%)  

Off - campus hostel                                               31 (14.1%)  

On -campus hostel                                                                                        76 (34.5%)  

Change in Residence:  

Yes                                                                 32 (14.5%)  

No                                                                                                                   186 (84.5%)  

Yes                                                                 

No                                                                                                  

Yes                                                                 

No                                                                                                  
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Fig. 1 Medians, intetquartile ranges and outliers of the 
participants’ DASS-21 sub scales scores  

Table 2 Prevalence of depression, anxiety and stress based 

Depression N (%) Anxiety N (%) Stress N (%)  

Normal 95 (43.2%)
 

78 (35.5%)
 

136 (61.8%)
 

Mild 35 (15.9%) 14 (6.4%) 30 (13.6%) 

Moderate 49 (22.3%)
 

59 (26.8%)
 

32 (14.5%)
 

Severe 24 (10.9%)

 

30 (13.6%)

 

19 (8.6%)

 Extremely severe 17 (7.7%) 39 (17.7%) 3 (1.4%)

on DASS-21 subscale scores

    

Table 3  Factors associated with prevalence of psycho

Division of state                                          N (%)                                    

Jammu                                                      48 (67.6%)  

Kashmir   93 (65.5%)  

Ladakh                                                       1 (14.3%)

Anxiety: (?2= 8.073, p-value= 0.018)  

logical distress 

 campus/off campus) and experience climatic differences in 

Kashmir. Shifting to a conflict zone and concerns about safety 

might contribute to anxiety levels in students coming from 

Jammu region. 
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Effects of Conflict

In our study, we tried to investigate the effects of the turmoil 

in the valley on mental wellbeing of our medical students. The 

questions that we believed would help in this endeavor were 

included in the questionnaire. Negative effects of conflict 

were evident in personal lives of the subjects; 32 (14.5%) 

students were displaced from their homes and 23 (10.5%) 

reported having suffered physical or financial damages due to 

the ongoing conflict. Impact of unfavorable circumstances on 

various examinations that a medical student has to sit in was 

tried to be assessed by asking questions pertaining to these 

examinations. 89 (40.5%) students revealed that they have 

been either late or missed their exams due to various reasons 

that people living in conflict zones have to face from time to 

time. 100 (45.5%) students had faced postponement of exams 

due to turmoil which has been a norm in the valley since 1989 

and has damaged  the education system at large. Our data did 

not reveal a significant relationship between these variables 

and the level of psychological distress among our students. 

Nonetheless, that does not rule out the negative effects of 

living in a place ridden by turmoil on psychological health of 

the students; there might be other potential turmoil-related 

factors that should be explored. Furthermore, these students 

are born and brought up in the conflict zone and possibly have 

learned to cope up with the situation. Increase in resilience 

and other modes of psychological adjustment in response to 

chronic conflict will need further investigation.

Limitations

Our sample included students of I and III MBBS (Part I); 

students of II MBBS were excluded considering them a 

“vulnerable” group and those from III MBBS Part II being 

busy in clinical classes were also not included. This 

convenience sampling method might be a source of sampling 

bias and, therefore, the external validity of this study may be a 

matter of personal judgement. Many studies have shown 
28, 29

higher levels of stress during initial years of the course  and 

our study sample of total 220 students consisted of 160 

(72.2%) from I MBBS. This might contribute to high levels of 

distress observed in our study. Furthermore, DASS is used to 

quantify psychological distress and not for diagnosis of 
11psychological disorders ,a clinical diagnosis of depression, 

anxiety and stress needs further assessment of these subjects.

Conclusions and recommendations 

The essentiality of the Healthcare Services of any nation 

can hardly be overrated and the critical role of doctors in 

this machinery cannot be overlooked. The journey of a 

doctor begins at a medical school and practically never 

ends. The path is long and tortuous, fraught with huge 

competition and the expectations from a doctor are 

infinite. In this background, the psychological health of 

our medical students is of vital importance. And for 

those working in conflict zones need further 

consideration. Parents/relatives and faculty members of 

medical schools should be aware of the phenomenon; 

acknowledging and understanding the psychological 

needs of our students is the least that can be done. 

Thoughtful and serious changes regarding the 

curriculum, teaching- learning methods and assessment 

methods have to be made and implemented. Availability 

and accessibility of dedicated counselors and mentors 

should be a reality rather than a formality. Regular 

assessment, identification of high risk groups and 

appropriate interventions need be encouraged. Medical 

students are our cognitive resource and investment in 

their mental health will strengthen their intellectual, 

behavioral and emotional aspects.  Further 

investigations to delineate the causes, consequences 

and remedial measures regarding psychological distress 

in medical students should be done; and the additional 

mental burden of those living in conflict zones has to be 

understood and addressed adequately.
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Early Course of Visual Recovery Following Lasik
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Original Article

Abstract:

Objective: To determine the early course of visual recovery following LASIK for 

myopia.

Materials and Methods: This prospective single-center study consisted of 40 eyes of 20 

patients. All eyes received excimer laser ablation as part of LASIK procedure. Following 

the procedure, visual acuity was measured three times during the first day, and once daily 

for next four days.

Results:  70%, 92.5%, 97.5% and 100% of eyes achieved uncorrected visual acuity of 

20/20 on days 1,2,3 and 5 respectively following surgery.

Conclusion: In meticulously performed uncomplicated LASIK surgery, improvement in 

uncorrected visual acuity is quite rapid. Majority of such cases achieve their preoperative 

best corrected visual acuity on day one after surgery.

     JK-Practitioner2021;26(2):41-43

Introduction:

Keratomileusis, brainchild of Jose Barraquer was conceived and developed as a corneal 
1stromal sculpting method to correct refractive error in 1948.  Since then, incremental 

improvements to this procedure have been made. In excimer laser in situ keratomileusis 

(LASIK), the microkeratome creates a hinged corneal flap and the laser ablation is 
2-6performed on the central stromal bed. .After targeted laser therapy to the stroma, the flap 

is replaced and re-epithelialization occurs over the flap margin. This procedure combines 
7 8-9the advantages of automated lamellar keratoplasty . and photorefractive keratectomy . 

10while reducing some of their disadvantages (unpredictability, haze formation, . and 
11-12refractive regression ). It has gained increasing acceptance as a versatile refractive 

2-6 13-14surgical procedure for the correction of both naturally occurring . and postoperative . 

myopia and astigmatism.

Although there have been a number of well-designed published studies reporting the 

results and outcome of excimer laser photo refractive keratectomy (PRK), as yet only a 

few studies pertaining to the early course of visual recovery after LASIK are available. 

Hence, the purpose of this study is to assess the course of visual recovery in the early post-

operative period following   LASIK. 

Patients and methods:

Patient selection

This prospective single-center study conducted at the LASIK center, SMHS hospital an 

affiliated hospital of GMC Srinagar, consisted of 40 eyes of 20 patients satisfying the 

following criteria: 18 years or older; stable refraction for at least 6 months, preoperative 

best corrected visual acuity (BCVA) of 20/20 or better. Patients who were pregnant and 

those with a history of ocular disease or surgery, keratoconus, connective tissue disease, 

or corneal scarring were excluded from the study.
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Methods of examination
Preoperative evaluation included uncorrected visual acuity 
(UCVA), manifest and cycloplegic refractions, BCVA, slit 
lamp evaluation, applanation tonometry, dilated fundus 
evaluation, corneal topography and pachymetry. Soft and 
hard or rigid gas permeable contact lens use was discontinued 
at least 1 and 3 weeks before surgery respectively.
The preoperative spherical equivalent (SE) ranged from 

All procedures were bilateral and performed by the same 
surgeon after obtaining informed consent.  After topical 
anesthesia (proparacaine 0.5% drops), a nasally-hinged 
corneal flap 9.0 mm in diameter and 90µm in thickness was 
made with the Moria One Use-Plus microkeratome. LASIK 

’was performed with Carl Zeiss Meditec AG s MEL-80 
excimer laser.
Postoperative examinations and management
Postoperatively, following examinations were performed: slit 
lamp examination, automated refractometry and UCVA at 1,3 
and 7 hours, days 2,3,4 and 5.
After surgery, a combination antibiotic and corticosteroid 
drops (moxifloxacin 0.5%, and dexamethasone 0.1%) were 
administered 4 times daily for 1 week then tapered and 
preservative-free tear-substitutes (carboxymethyl cellulose 
sodium 1%) 8 times a day on days 1 and 2, and 4 times a day 
thereafter for a duration of 6 to 10 weeks.

Results:
A total of 40 eyes of 20 patients were included in this study, 
the mean age was 29 years (range 21-40 years), eight patients 
(40%) were male and twelve (60%) were female.

Preoperative manifest SE ranged from 

-2.5 
to -9.12 D (-5.86 ± 1.89 D). Visual acuity was tested using 

’Snellen s chart.
Surgical technique

-2.5 to -9.12 D (-5.86 ± 
1.89D).
In the immediate postoperative period, visual assessment was 
difficult. However,  with time visual acuity improved and by 
the next morning (first postoperative day) 28 eyes (70%) had 
a UCVA of  20/20, 09 more  eyes (22.5%)  achieved a UCVA 
of  20/20 on second postoperative day, 02 more eyes (5.0%) 
on day three, no change in UCVA was observed on day 4 and 
the remaining 01 eye (2.5%) achieved a UCVA of 20/20 on 
day 5.

Epithelial defect was observed in 09 eyes (22.5%), interface 
debris in 03eyes (7.5%%) and stromal haze in the lamellar 
interface in 02 eyes (5%).
Discussion:
It is essential for an ophthalmic surgeon to clearly understand 
the early course of visual recovery following LASIK so as to 
be able to counsel patients appropriately regarding the post-
operative course and the speed of visual recovery that they 
must expect, in case they decide to undergo LASIK. By 
gaining this understanding, the issue of heightened 
expectations of patients as awakened by media publicity and 
newspaper columns that put a lot of pressure on the 
ophthalmologist to succeed, can also be addressed in a more 
scientific and rational way.
This series of 40 eyes of 20 patients demonstrates that a 
compelling advantage of LASIK is the rapid return of good 
UCVA. UCVA was 20/20 in 70% of eyes on first post-
operative day. Our results correlate with the rates reported in 
other similar studies. 

Conclusion: 
In meticulously performed uncomplicated LASIK surgery, 
improvement in uncorrected visual acuity is quite rapid. 
Majority of such cases achieve their preoperative best 
corrected visual acuity on day one after surgery.

15Casebeer and Kezirian  reported a 
UCVA of 20/40 or better in 83% of eyes on day 1 after surgery, 

16 17 18Zaldivar et al  in 84%, Dulaney et al  in 81% and Hersh et al  
19in 68%. Lindstrom et al  found 80% of eyes to have vision of 

20/40 or better and 48% of 20/25 or better.
UCVA of 20/20 was achieved in 92.5%, 97.5% and 100% of 
eyes on days 2, 3 and 5 respectively. The delay in the 
achievement of preoperative BCVA may be explained on the 
basis of following postoperative ocular findings in this case 
series. 09 eyes (22.5%) that achieved UCVA of 20/20 on day 2 
had the following ocular findings: Epithelial defect in 07eyes 
(17.5%), stromal haze in the lamellar interface in 02 eyes 
(5%). Interface debris was observed in 03 eyes (7.5%), two of 
which achieved UCVA of 20/20 on day 3 and one on day 5. 
This study also demonstrates clear superiority of LASIK in 
improvement of UCVA in the early post-operative period.
 when compared with the results of similar studies conducted 

20for PRK. Nguyen et al  found a useful UCVA of 0.43 (±0.21, 
myopia d”6 D) at day 3 after PRK.
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Abstract

Objective: To study the efficacy and tolerability of pentoxifylline in patients with 

moderately severe peripheral arterial disease.

Methods: This is a prospective, randomized, open-label, parallel study conducted at the 

Postgraduate Department of Pharmacology and Therapeutics in collaboration with 

Cardiothoracic and Vascular Surgery department Govt. Medical College Jammu for a 

period of one year. After fulfilling the eligibility criteria, patients were divided into groups 

after proper randomization; one group was administered tablet pentoxifylline 400mg 

three times a day whereas another was assigned matched tablet of placebo. Clinical 

evaluation was carried out by complete history, general physical examination, systemic 

examination, baseline investigations and lipid profile. Special investigations like color 

Doppler study and angiography of lower limb vessels was also done. Patients were 

followed up at every 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 weeks.

Results: Out of 51 patients, 26 were administered pentoxifylline 400mg three times a day 

and 25 were administered placebo. Pentoxifyllne significantly raised both initial as well 

as absolute claudication distances, which remained well sustained throughout all the 

weeks of follow up, whereas, placebo raised the claudication distances for initial few 

weeks, but decreased it below the baseline subsequently. There was almost no statistically 

significant difference between patient’s assessment and physician’s assessment between 

two groups, and except for pharyngitis, which was significantly more in pentoxifylline 

treated patients, there was no significant difference in other side effects between two 

groups.

Conclusion: Pentoxifylline can be an effective treatment for patients of peripheral 

arterial disease with claudication. However, long term controlled randomized trials on 

large scale are recommended to further substantiate our findings.

           JK-Practitioner2021;26(2):44-51

Introduction

Peripheral arterial disease is the major cause of morbidity and mortality, especially in 

elderly population. It affects approximately 20% of adults older than 55 years of age, and 
1only 3% of people younger than this age group . Prevalence increases with age and 

prolonged exposure to smoking, hypertension and diabetes. There is no gender difference 

in prevalence. About half of the people with peripheral arterial disease are asymptomatic. 

Symptomatic disease manifests as intermittent claudication, leg ulceration and gangrene. 

Critical leg ischemia is much more frequent in patients with diabetes, and it presents as 

rest pain and skin ulceration. Intermittent claudication is the most common symptom of 

peripheral arterial disease. It is usually described as a progressive aching or cramping 

sensation that occurs with walking, but diminishes abruptly with rest or even while 

standing.
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Goals of treatment for patients with claudication are to relieve 

their exertional symptoms, improve their walking capacity 

and improve their quality of life. Although surgery is the 

treatment of choice in patients with severe disease, having 

significant lifestyle limiting symptoms, pharmacological 

management along with the modification of risk factors like 

smoking cessation, control of hypertension, diabetes and 

hyperlipidemia may suffice in less severe disease.

US-FDA has approved only two drugs, i.e. pentoxifylline and 

cilostazole for treatment of intermittent claudication. 

Pentoxifylline, a xanthine derivative was first drug approved 

in 1984. It is a nonspecific phosphodiestrase inhibitor, with 

action mediated via its hemorrheological properties including 

its ability to decrease blood viscosity and improve 

erythrocyte flexibility. It also has anti-inflammatory and anti-

proliferative actions. Pentoxifylline increases absolute 
2claudication distance by approximately 38% . No such study 

have been conducted in our hospital, and very few studies 

have been conducted in Northern India. Considering the 

scarcity of data available and high morbidity and disability 

associated with the condition, this study was carried out, 

which will provide beneficial data for future studies and guide 

the physicians working in this setup.

Methods:

This prospective, randomized open-label controlled study 

was conducted in the postgraduate department of 

pharmacology and therapeutics in collaboration with 

cardiothoracic and vascular surgery department, govt 

medical college Jammu for a period of one year after seeking 

permission from the institutional review board. Written 

informed consent was obtained from all the patients after 

explaining them the nature and purpose of the study. Adult 

patients of either sex, 40 years or above, having clinically 

and/or angiographically proven moderately severe occlusive 

peripheral arterial disease were included in the study. 

Patients with severe peripheral arterial disease having rest 

pain, ulceration or gangrene; patients who had undergone 

endovascular reconstruction surgery of lower limbs; 

sympathectomy in preceding six months; uncontrolled 

hypertension and diabetes; recent myocardial infarction; 

recent deep vein thrombosis; severe concomitant disease, 

substance abuse, gross obesity were excluded.

 Patients fulfilling the inclusion criteria were divided into two 

groups after proper randomization. One of the group was 

administered tablet pentoxifylline 400mg three times daily, 

while another group was administered matching tablet of 

placebo. Clinical evaluation was done by complete history, 

complete general physical examination, complete systemic 

examination, all basic lab. investigations (LFT, KFTG ECG) 

and lipid profile. Special investigations like color Doppler 

and angiography of lower limb vessels were also done. 

Claudication distances (initial claudication distance as well as 

absolute claudication distance) were measured on treadmill.

Patients were reevaluated every 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 weeks for 

following parameters: 
· Initial claudication distance (pain free walking 

distance)
Absolute claudication distance (maximum distance 
patient can walk after feeling initial claudication 
pain—maximum painful walking distance)

· Patents assessment, physicians assessment
· Lipid profile
· Any adverse drug reactions 

3This paper is post hoc analysis of original study  where we 

have compared pentoxifylline group with placebo. All the 

parameters were noted in a well-designed proforma. Intra 

group comparisons were analyzed by students t-test, whereas 

inter group comparisons were analyzed by ANOVA. Patient’s 

assessment, physician’s assessment and adverse effects were 
2analyzed using chi  test. 

Results:

Out of 51 patients fulfilling the inclusion criteria, 26 were 

administered pentoxifylline 400mg, and 25 were 

administered placebo twice daily after proper randomization. 

Baseline parameters of the patients enrolled are summarized 

in table 1.

Effect on claudication distances:

Pentoxifylline shows progressive increase in both initial as 

well as absolute claudication distance compared to baseline 
ndfrom 2  week upto 12 weeks. This increase was statistically 

significant  (p< 0.001) on  all weeks of follow up. Table 2.

Placebo also showed statistically significant increase in initial 

as well as absolute claudication distances up to six weeks, but 

thereafter there was a decline, which was even below baseline 

at 12 weeks. Table 3.
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distance in pentoxifylline group compared to placebo, which 

is again highly statistically  significant. Table 4 and Table 5.

Comparing the two, there is more and well sustained increase 

in initial claudication distance as well as absolute 

claudication 

46

8 week 98.16 ± 2.46888 179.36 ± 2.76888 

10 week 90.16 ± 2.51 159.48 ± 3.57 

12 week 86.84 ± 2.56 145.8 ± 4.15 
888Statistically significant at p< 0.001 compared to baseline 
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Adverse effects:

Although, many adverse effects were observed in both pentoxifylline treated patients as well as placebo treated group of 

patients, but the difference between the two groups was not statistically significant except for pharyngitis, which was 

observed more in pentoxifylline group, and the difference was significant at p< 0.05. Table 10.
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Discussion

Peripheral arterial disease is the main manifestation of 

atherosclerosis. It is associated with substantial degree of 

morbidity and mortality and a marked reduction in walking 

capacity and quality of life. These patients have the rate of 

cardiovascular mortality three times higher than the age 
4matched controls . Unfortunately, peripheral arterial disease 

is undertreated with regard to risk factor modification, use of 

antiplatelet drugs, and treatment of symptoms.

The goals of treatment for patients with claudication are, to 

relieve their exertional symptoms, improve their walking 

capacity, and improve their quality of life. Percutaneous 

angioplasty and surgery can restore blood flow and relieve 

symptoms of peripheral arterial disease, but for most patients, 

the treatment is medical and should include aggressive risk 

factor modifications. Numerous drugs have been studied for 

the treatment of intermittent claudication, including 

prostaglandins, vasodilatory agents, anticoagulants and 

antiplatelet drugs.

Most studies of vasodilator therapy have failed to 

demonstrate any efficacy in patients of peripheral arterial 

disease with intermittent claudication. Pathophysiological 

explanation that account for their failure are that, during 

exercise, resistant vessels distal to a stenosis dilate in 

response to ischemia. Vasodilators would have minimal, if 

any, effect on those endogenously dilated vessels, but would 

decrease resistance in other vessels and create a relative steal 

phenomenon, reducing blood flow and perfusion pressure to 
5the affected leg .Moreover, vasodilators do not reduce 

6skeletal muscle oxygen demand by reducing afterload .

United State food and drug administration (US-FDA) has 

approved two drugs, pentoxifylline and cilostazole for 

treating claudication in patients with peripheral arterial 

disease. Pentoxifylline was approved in 1984. It is a xanthine 

derivative which improves hemorrheological properties of 

blood. Present study shows a significant 41.52% increase in 

initial claudication distance, and 41.06% increase in absolute 

claudication distance with pentoxifylline compared to 2.5%

 and 11.76% decrease in initial claudication distance and 

absolute claudication distance in placebo group. These results 
2,7are in consistent with the relatively large trials  reported 

earlier, with latter study showing 31% improvement in 

absolute claudication distance vs. 9% for placebo.

Increase in claudication distance by pentoxifylline in present 

study is also consistent with two double blind randomized 
8,9,trials  latter being double blind crossover trial of 

pentoxifylline in 24 patients where pentoxifylline raised pain 

free walking distance by 60% each in both crossover designs. 

Results of a meta-analysis10 of 11 double blind, placebo-

controlled trials showed that pentoxifylline produced a 

statistically significant improvement in initial claudication 

distance by a mean of 29.4m (95% CI 13; 45.9m), and 

absolute claudication distance 48.4m (95% CI 18.3; 78.6m), 

which is somewhat similar to our study where initial 

claudication distance was raised by 34 meters and absolute 

claudication distance by 65 meters which is in the range of 

confidence interval of above meta-analysis.

Pentoxifylline and its metabolites improve blood flow by 

decreasing blood viscosity, improving erythrocyte flexibility 

and blood filterability, and by reducing serum fibrinogen 
11level . Pentoxifylline also works by inhibiting platelet 

aggregation via inhibition of membrane bound 

phosphodiestrase, inhibition of thromboxane synthesis, and 
12an increase in prostacyclin synthesis . Through these effects, 

pentoxifylline increases blood flow to the affected 

microvasculature, thus improving tissue oxygenation and 

perfusion. 
13Ernest et.al . 1992, in their study reported a significant initial 

increase in absolute claudication distance in pentoxifylline 

group at 8 weeks, but no significant difference were observed 

between placebo group and pentoxifylline group with respect 

to absolute claudication distance at 12 weeks, or initial 

claudication distance at any time of the study.This 

inconsistency with the results of present study could be 

because of combination of exercise in the study of Ernest et. 

al. which has augmented the effect of placebo.
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Results of the present study about efficacy of pentoxifylline 

on initial and absolute claudication distances are also not 
14 15consistent with Gallus et.al.  1985, and Reilly et.al.  1987, 

which have reported negative results from double blind trials 

of pentoxifylline. However this could be due to small number 

of patients included i.e. 15 patients per group so that the 

power to detect a significant difference between treatments is 

unacceptably low. Furthermore, Gallus et al. used a crossover 

design without including a washout period.  

Physician’s assessment and patients assessment on the 

response to treatment were subjective end points in the 

present study. Results showed that 41.9% of pentoxifylline 

treated subjects felt better or much better, compared to 13% in 

placebo group. On patients assessment. Only on patient 

(3.8%) felt worse in pentoxifylline group compared to 3 

patients (12%) in placebo group. Physician’s assessment also 

revealed that 38.4% patients were better and much better in 

pentoxifylline group compared to 20% in placebo group. 

None of the patients was assessed as worse in pentoxifylline 

group, while 3 patients (12%) got worse in placebo group. 

Such results are consistent with results of various studies, in 
9one of which , along with other parameters, quality of life by 

various questionnaire and subjective complaints were 

included as end points. Here pentoxifylline group was 

significantly more likely to improve in terms of subjective 

complaints like pain at rest, muscle cramps and paresthesia.

Side effects of pentoxifylline were nausea (26.9%) and 

pharyngitis (23%) , and these occurred more compared to 

placebo, with pharyngitis showing a significant difference 

(p< 0.05). These results are almost in agreement with a 
2placebo controlled, double blind trial , where nausea 

occurred in 24(35%) pentoxifylline treated patients 

compared to 3 patients (4.9%) taking placebo. Other side 

effects like headache, diarrhea, musculoskeletal pain etc. 

reported were mild in nature, occurred very infrequently, 

and were seen in almost similar number of patients in both 
7,8,9groups as reported by earlier reports also . Overall, the 

drug was well tolerated.

Conclusion

The findings of present study coupled with earlier reports 

indicate that, pentoxifylline can be an effective treatment for 

patients of peripheral arterial disease with claudication. 

However, long term randomized controlled trials on large 

scale are recommended to further substantiate our present 

findings. 
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Abstract

Background:

Sedentary lifestyle is a modern day’s reality. Various parameters are likely to be affected 

due to sedentary lifestyle. Pulmonary functions are likely to be compromised to varying 

degrees due to working job conditions and not getting enough time for exercise.  Due to 

the important role that women have a future generation they should be a priority to prevent 

their health related complications. Breathing exercises are most easier and beneficial way 

to improve sedentary lifestyle.

Objective:

To overcome lack of time for women to go out for exercise the study planned to give 

simple breathing exercises which can improve women’s lung functions and prevent 

women from future health related complications.

Method:

50 Sedentary Women of age 25-55 years from Indore district had been taken as subject for 

study. All participants were  allocated to two Groups using Random  sampling - Group 

A(N=25), Group B(N=25). Group A practiced Pilates and Group B practiced bellows 

breathing ,After allocation baseline measures of pulmonary function test FVC, FEV1 and 

FEV1/FVC were taken.  The participants practiced their respective exercise for 5 days a 

week for 8 week than  reassessment of pulmonary function tests  done and comparison of 

Pre and Post PFT data was done.

Result:

The result showed significant   improvement in lung functions of sedentary women in 

both the groups . The Pre test means of  Pilates and Bellows Group  of FVC 2.476, 2.618 , 

FEV1  2.170, 2.148 And FEV1/FVC were 87.658, 82.459 respectively. The Post test 

means of  FVC 2.736,2.632,FEV1 2.475, 2.384  And FEV1 /FVC were 89.962, 90.796 

respectively.

Conclusion:

The result of study showed significant improvement in lung functions in both groups but   

group A Pilates has more significant increase than group B Bellows .Therefore, Pilates 

breathing   particularly may have a promising factor for those who does not want to go for 

physical exercises and require efficient lungs to deliver sufficient oxygen uptake.

          JK-Practitioner2021;26(2):52-57

Breath can be considered as the most important function of the body for indeed 
all the other functions depend on it. When the breath stops permanently, life ends. Hence, 

1the breath is thus rightly called the LIFE FORCE ENERGY.   
Respiration indicates exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide between the air and the 

2tissues. It is controlled by activities of respiratory muscles and neurological mechanism.  
Sedentary lifestyle was defined as the lowest quartile of the total physical activity score. 
sedentary lifestyle has been associated with less efficient pulmonary function. women 
compared to men have markedly low levels of physical activity . In addition, airflow 
limitation resulting from sedentary lifestyle is an independent predictor of future 

3cardiovascular events with various cardiovascular risk factors.  
Sometimes a person follows a sedentary lifestyle out of choice; sometimes external 
factors may impose to same is basically a very low or no physical activity life. Over the 
last hundred years there had been a large shift from manual labor jobs to office jobs which 
is due to many contributing factors including globalization, outsourcing of jobs and 
technological advances mainly internet and computers.
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Any alteration in the properties of the lungs or the chest wall 

due to the sedentary lifestyle, physical inactivity, aging 

process, stress or a disease process will change the lung 

volumes, capacities, flow rates, or mechanics. Overtime 

through lungs lose the springiness, they don’t return to the 

same levels, when we start breathing, and air gets trapped in 

our lungs, overtime stale air build up, leaving less room for 

the diaphragm to contract and bring in fresh oxygen, with the 

diaphragm not working to full capacity, the body start to use 

other muscle of neck and chest for breathing this translates in 

to lower oxygen levels and less reserve for exercise and 

activity. It is can be said that respiratory function is improved 

by increasing strength and endurance in respiratory muscles 

through various types of exercise.  Respiration is one of the 

most important issues for life conservation. In this regard, it is 
2necessary to measure exact pulmonary function.  

Women may be more sedentary than men since they tend to 

play fewer sports and hold less active jobs. Married working 

women who are also the homemakers are under even greater 

stress as they have no time to include exercise in their daily 

routine. Their own health is unfortunately not a priority for 

these women. Women as the vast part of societies more than 

all others groups are prone to mobility deficiency sickness. 

Due to the important role that women have a future generation 

they should be a priority in educational and sports programs 

in order to ensure their own health and that of future 

generation.

Such above issues can be tackled by simple modification in 

life style like diet, breathing exercise, yoga and various other 

relaxation techniques, as preventive as well as curative 

methods. One such method is practice of various types of 

breathing the results of which can be beneficial in a similar 

manner, and widely applicable in day- to-day life, to all 

people from various social, environmental, cultural, and 

religious backgrounds. Breathing feeds oxygen to every cell 
4in the body .

Regular practice of breathing exercises increases 

parasympathetic tone, decreases sympathetic activity, 

improves cardio-vascular and respiratory functions, 

decreases the effect of stress and strain on the body and 
5improves physical and mental health.

Breathing exercise enhances the body’s ability to absorb and 

make use of oxygen optimally by guarding the body against 

onset of illness. Deep breathing exercises like 

Diaphragmatic exercise, ventilator Muscle Training, 

Buteyko, Pilates, Bellows, Complete breathing, Dynamic 

breathing, Reverse Breathing, improves anyone’s lung. 

The belief that breathing exercise or voluntary controlled 

breathing pattern may provide health benefits or enhances 

physical performance has been shared by much culture for 

centuries. Therefore to satisfy above present study is taken in 

order to see effect of Bellows and Pilates breathing exercises 

on lung functions of Sedentary Women.

Bhastrika also known as bellows breathing strengthens the 

diaphragm and abdominal muscles, increases exchange of O  2

and CO  in the bloodstream, alleviates inflammation in the 2

throat, reduces accumulation of phlegm and balances and 
.6strengthens the nervous system . 

The Pilates breathing    requires deep breathing while 

keeping the abdomen pulled in by means of active contraction 
7of the transverse abdominal  and pelvic floor muscles.  

So to overcome lack of time for women to go out for exercise 

the study planned to give simple breathing exercises which 

can improve women’s lung functions and prevent women 

from future health related complications. 

PURPOSE OF STUDY

The Study had a clear purpose in comparing the two  methods 

of Breathing Exercises on the Lung Functions of Sedentary 

Women.

Objective of Study
To Examine and compare Effect of Pilates  and Bellows   
Breathing Exercises on FVC, FEV1 and FEV1/FVC  Lung 
Function of Sedentary Women. 

Hypothesis

It was hypothesized that there may be  significant 

effect of  Pilates Breathing Exercise   on FVC, 

FEV1 and  FEV1/FVC  Lung Functions  in 

Sedentary Women. 

It was hypothesized that there may be  significant 

effect of  Bellows Breathing Exercise   on FVC 

,FEV1 and  FEV1/FVC  Lung Functions  in 

Sedentary Women. 
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It was hypothesized that there  may be significant 

differences in the effectiveness of Pilates and 

Bellows  breathing exercises on Lung Functions of 

Sedentary Women.

Methodology 

50  Sedentary Women of age 25-55 years from Indore district 

had been taken as subject for study.. All participants were 

informed in detail about the study protocol and their consent 

was taken after which they were allocated to 2 Groups using 

Random  sampling - GROUP A(N=25), GROUP B(N=25). 

Group A practiced PILATES  BREATHING, Group B 

practiced BELLOWS  BREATHING . After allocation 

baseline measures of PULMONARY FUNCTION TEST 

were taken. The participants practiced their respective 

exercise for 30 minutes daily 5 days a week for 8 weeks. After 

8 weeks of intervention, reassessment of pulmonary function 

tests was done and comparison of PRE and POST PFT data 

was done.

Independent Variable:

1. Pilates Breathing Exercise

2. Bellows Breathing Exercise

Dependent Variable:

1. Lung Functions

a. FEV1 (Forced Expiratory Volume in one 

second)

b. FVC (Forced Vital Capacity)

c. FEV1 / FVC (Ratio between Forced 

Expiratory Volume in one second and 

Forced Vital Capacity)

Tools for the Test 

Pulmonary Function Test Machine ( 

MIR Spirometer)

Study Design 

The study is a Random Group 

Experimental Design.

Sample Size

50 subjects 

 Duration of Study

2 months.

JK-Practitioner

Inclusion Criteria 

Sedentary female 

 Age group  25-55 years.

Exclusion Criteria

 History of major respiratory, cardiac illness 

Neurological disorders

History of major surgery in the recent past

Smoking,

Alcohol consumption

Pregnant females

Males

Exercising female.

Outcome Measures

FEV1

FVC

FEV1/FVC 

Training Program

 After a brief introduction about BELLOWS AND PILATES 

BREATHING to the respective group subjects performed 

exercise session. The training program lasted 8 weeks and it 

was performed five days a week. Each exercise session 

divided into 3 Phase : Warm up, Main and Cool down Phase. 

Each session conducted in the morning with duration of 10 

minutes in first week to the 3o minutes by last week. After 

completion the subjects were again subjected to the PFT  tests 

individually for FVC,FEV1 And FEV1/FVC and data were 

compared.

Result: 

The data was examined by applying analysis of covariance 

(ANCOVA).  

Group Test N Mean FVC Mean FEV1 Mean FEV1/FVC

Group  A Pilates

Group  B Bellows

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

25

25

25

25

2.475

2.736

2.618

2.632

2. 170

2.475

2.148

2.384

87.658

89.962

82.459

90.796
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Analysis of variance  (FVC-Post): Group A

Analysis of variance  (FEV1-Post): Group  A

Analysis of variance  (FEV1/FVC - Post): Group A

JK-Practitioner
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Analysis of variance  (FVC-Post): Group B

Analysis of variance  (FEV1-Post): Group B

Analysis of variance  (FEV1/FVC - Post): Group B

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Pr>F

Model

Error

Corrected
Total

1

23

24

2.701

2.543

5.244

2.701

0.111

24.432 <0.0001

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Pr>F

Model

Error

Corrected
Total

1

23

24

1.007

1.557

2.564

1.007

0.068

14.879 <0.001

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Pr>F

Model

Error

Corrected
Total

1

23

24

2.552

3.225

5.777

2.552

0.140

18.00 0.000

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Pr>F

Model

Error

Corrected
Total

1

23

24

0.650

1.772

2.373

0.650

0.075

8.684 0.007

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Pr>F

Model

Error

Corrected
Total

1

23

24

1779.314

1600.292

3379.606

1779.314

69.578

25.573 <0.0001

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Pr>F

Model

Error

Corrected
Total

1

23

24

20.418

1145.769

1166.187

20.418

49.816

0.410 0.528

Discussion 

Regular practice of Breathing exercise in present study 

showed improvement in lung functions which can be due to 

firing of inspiratory and expiratory center that is dorsal root 

ganglion and ventral root ganglion. This can be supported  by 

the study done by  V. Shankararappa[2012]  who explained 

breathing exercise is a form of physiological stimulation. The 

regular practice of breathing causes adaptation to a repeated 

stimulus. 

In present study Bellows breathing exercise showed 

significant improvement which can be due to reopening of 

dead spaces in lungs due to fast forceful  inhalation and 

In present study there is improvement in 

FVC,FEV1 and FEVI/FVC lung functions. It can be due to 

increase in lung volumes and capacities due to increase in 

ventilation  as a effect of breathing exercise. This is supported 

by the study done by Irfan et al [2016] 

exhalation leading to improve ventilation and improved lung 

functions. Similar results are explained by Bal budhi et al 

[2019]. The improved breathing pattern may widen 

respiratory bronchioles, leading to effective perfusion of 

alveoli in a large number. In addition to this, regular 

inspiration and expiration during  practices for a prolonged 

period lead the lungs to inflate and deflate maximally that 

causes strengthening and enhancement of endurance of the 

respiratory muscles.

There is a statistically significant increase in group A pilates. 

It may be due to strengthening of diaphragmatic and, 

abdominals and pelvic floor muscles  due to regular breathing 

exercise. The increase in FVC,FEV1 and FEV1/FVC can be 

explained by  the reason that contraction  of muscle  and 

pursed lip breathing creates back flow of air same time 
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 pulling of abdominals  and pelvic floor muscles which are 

working with intensity leading to increase in FVC,FEVI and 

FEV1/FVC lung functions. The other possible mechanism for 

improved pulmonary functions might be:  Hypertrophy of 
 respiratory muscles due to regular practice of  breathing .

Finally, in this study the results obtained  from sedentary 

women, which even without performing physical activity, 

maintains the integrity of respiratory muscle strength, 

thoracic mobility .We suggest that further studies are 

conducted investigating the different types of breathing 

pattern   as a resource in decreasing the risk factors and 

improving quality of life .The study results can be widely 

applicable in day- to-day life, to all people from various 

social, environmental, cultural, and religious backgrounds. 

Conclusion 

The results of the study conclude that the practice of breathing 

exercises can recruit normally unventilated lung spaces and 

help strengthen the respiratory muscles and increases the 

elastic properties of lungs and chest, thereby improving its 

lung  functions. Pilates breathing   particularly may have a 

promising factor for those who does not want to go for 

physical exercises and  require efficient lungs to deliver 

sufficient oxygen uptake breathing exercise   performed in 

home communities, classrooms, or conference rooms in a 

school or a company, which makes it convenient for anyone to 

practice.

Implications

Result of study implicates importance of breathing exercises 

in sedentary women to prevent them from future 

complications.

Ethical Approval

The study is in accordance with the rules and regulations 

stated by ethical committee.
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An Unusual Case of Dyspepsia In An Elderly Male Presenting With Iron 
Deficiency Anemia
Abdul Ahad Wani, Aamir Shafi, Irfan Ashraf Badroo.
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Report
A 65 year old male from a tribal area presented to our Outpatient clinic with 
complaints of long standing Dyspepsia, decreased appetite and easy fatigability. There 
was no other significant medical history. His clinical examination was significant for 
marked Pallor with no other findings. He was admitted for evaluation of his anemia. 
Baseline hemogram revealed Hemoglobin of 7.8 gm/dl and Red cell indices showed 
microcytic hypochromic picture. Iron profile revealed decreased serum Ferritin and 
Transferrin saturation with increased Total Iron Binding Capacity suggestive of Iron 
deficiency anemia. Rest of the lab investigations were within normal limits. He was 
subjected to UGI endoscopy which showed live Gastric Ascaris lambricoides. 
Colonoscopy revealed no gross abnormalities. Patient was given Total dose IV iron 
and antihelmenthic treatment and his symptoms improved over a period of 2 to 3 
weeks.
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DR. KK Aggarwal Dies of Covid
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DR.KK Aggarwal Dies of Covid 
 

 

“Picture abhibaakihai. The show must go on,” Padma Shri  
awardee Dr K K Aggarwal said in one of his last educational 

videos about Covid before adding that he too was suffering 
from the virus. “I have Covid pneumonia which is 
progressive. But even then, remember Raj Kapoor’s words 

‘the show must go on’.” 
Late Monday evening, Dr Aggarwal passed away at Delhi’s 
All India Institute of Medical Sciences after a long battle 

with the virus. 
The 62-year-old was a cardiologist, head of the Heart Care 
Foundation of India (HCFI) and former president of the 

Indian Medical Association (IMA). He received the Dr BC 
Roy Award in 2005 and the Padma Shri in 2010. 

Over the past year, Dr Aggarwal’s popularity grew as he 
frequently posted videos on social media platforms in 
which he answered Covid-related queries and held talks 
about various aspects of the disease and its management. 
A statement from his family said, “He was unwavering in 
his mission of making quality healthcare available to the 

masses especially the economically weaker sections. Even 
with the pandemic raging, he worked relentlessly to reach 
out to over 100 million people through his digital 
initiatives. His informational videos and educational 
programmes proved instrumental in saving a large number 
of lives from the viral infection.” 
In one of his last Covid-related video shows on April 27, Dr 
Aggarwal came on screen wearing a surgical gown and 

announced that he was about to go out to get a CT scan 
done. 
“I have taken three masks and a face shield. I will go now to 

get my CT scan done. All of you know that I have received 
two doses of the vaccine and I have got a classical 
breakthrough Covid,” he said at the start of a Facebook live 
video and then proceeded to answer Covid related queries 
of patients for the next 20 minutes before heading out for 
the scan. 

After the procedure was done, Dr Aggarwal got back home 
and did another Facebook live session for three minutes in 
which he spoke about what was noticed in the CT scan. 
“My CT scan is normal. Don’t be afraid of vaccination. It will 
ultimately prevent you against severe Covid,” he said. 

His colleague and former director of HCFI Dr Uday Kakroo 
recalled what Dr Aggarwal’s idea was behind holding talks 
and posting videos on social media. “He would say that I 
have accomplished what I wanted to accomplish and now I 
want to give my knowledge back to people,” Dr Kakroo 
said. 
He added that during the pandemic, he was able to reach 
out to a wide audience and was holding talks even after 

getting infected by the virus because “he had decided that 
he wanted to die while working”. 

Dr Aggarwal had done his schooling in Delhi and completed 
his MBBS from Nagpur University. He joined Moolchand 
Hospital in Delhi in 1983 and became a consultant there 
after five months of residency. 
His family members said he was renowned as a pioneer of 
streptokinase therapy for managing heart attacks and had 
introduced the colour doppler echocardiography 

technology in India. 
“He is gone, but his spirit of spreading positivity 
irrespective of the situation is something we all need to 
imbibe,” his family members said in a statement. 
INDIAN EXPRESS May 19,2021. 

CONDOLENCE MESSAGE 
With utmost grief and heavy heart I condole the 

sad, unfortunate and tragic demise of my personal friend 
and a towering personality in the field of medicine Padma 

Shree Dr. K. K. Agarwal, who was a rare blend of qualities 
of head and heart. By virtue of his commitment, devotion 

and dedication he had made a unique mark for himself. It 
was his passion for profession and unstinted dedication for 
the society that he rose to adorn the high offices of 

Honorary Secretary General and National President of the 

Indian Medical Association and also President of CMAAO. 
His contributions to the medical association at international 

flora have been monumental and have etched benchmarks, 
which are exemplary and emulative in nature. In him IMA 

has lost a valiant warrior, profession has lost a devoted 
professional and society has lost an excellent human being. 
Frankly speaking I have lost forever a dependable personal 

friend of all weathers and seasons. The void so created by 
his loss would remain unfilled for all times to come. I pray 
Almighty God to bestow the eternal peace to the departed 

soul and courage to his family to sustain this monumental 
loss. Om Shanti 
DR.Ketan Desai 

________________________________________________ 

 

Dr.GM Malik ,founder and Chief Editor ,JK-Practitioner 
,with Dr.KKAggrawal ,New Delhi ,25 March ,2018 
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